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ME M 0 R A N S U M

concerning a special eme.rg.enoy force for UBH» _3eryicea

During the post-war period Sweden has at the request

of the U.U. to a considerable extent placed voluntary
military personnel and equipment at its disposal for the
carrying out of duties in U.H. service. In the beginning
these duties concerned activities within the range of the
supervisory and repatriation contingents in Korea and the
Û N., observation groups in Palestine, Lebanon and Kashmir•
In these cases it has not been a matter of placing at

U.K.'a disposal organized units, but instead individuals~ *
for specific appointments in the service of the U.H, The

U»IT. Emergency Force in the Middle East (11112?), which
was established towards the end of 1956 and in which Swedes

participates since the very beginning, is, however, ru-de
up of military units9 which have been organized in the

participating countries concerned and thereafter placed
at the disposal of the U.N, This is also the case with

the military units being part of the U.N, organisation
in the Congo (OKTJC) established this sunner. Also in this

case Sweden participates - in accordance with a King-in-
Council decision - with one organised military unit.

R,ecent experience seems to indicate that the possi-

bilities of the U.IT, to function inapeace-preserving way
depend to a considerable extent upon suitable military

emergency forces being immediately transferred to aref,s
where they are needed. In accordance with its obligations

as a member of the U,U. it would seem that Sweden in the
future as hitherto at the request of the U.II. should in

principle participate in the carrying out of duties of
this kind. Such an attitude on the part of Sweden is enti-

rely in accordance with the principles tr .ditionally guid-
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ing Swedish foreign policy. There is also agreement in
respect of defence policy* The objective of the Swedish de-
fence forces is to act on peace-preserving lines. Our own

possibilities to achieve peace depend on general interna-
tional developments, A state of preparedness in respect

of the objective to be able to participate promptly and ef-
fectively in the peace-preserving actions of the U,N. should

therefore as far as practicable be accomplished within the
framework of the continuous activities of the defence forces

and be regarded as a natural pi rt thereof*

In order to achieve an effective contribution when
carrying out these tasks in the service of the U.N» it is
first and foremost required that the following two prerequi-
sites are fulfilled;- that the contribution is nc.de promptly
and that the personnel to which the task is assigned are
trained as well as possible for the specific task involved.

When considering our possibilities to neet these requi-
rements the fact that Sweden normally does not maintain

any standing field array units must be taken into considera-
i

tion. Furthermore,, present legislation does not permit a

Swedish military unit to be sent abroad for such service.
To raise military units for U»Ne Service has - among other
things for these reasons - to be effected on the basis of
voluntary recruitment.

The immediate task is therefore within the limits of
full voluntariness to take steps for the fulfillment of the
requirements to make a military unit available proaptly

and to give this unit training in advance for the expected
specific task. It seems then to be closest at hand to ima-

gine a voluntary emergency corps consisting of personnel
suitable for the assignment, who undertake certain obliga-

tions, receive the necessary training and are organised
as a military unit.

The organising of military units of the size required
for the U0N0 operations in the Middle East and the Congo
for a country "like ours, having limited resources of person-
nel, can lead to certain difficulties for the norm?-.! func-

tioning of our own defence forces» These difficulties arise
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above all when - as hitherto - a considerable number of the
officers - commissioned and non-commissioned - of the units
concerned is made up of regular personnel. The reduction
of the number of array training officers which first of all
vrill result from this, will create difficulties for the train-
ing program. It is therefore important to a greater extent
than so far has been considered possible to provide possibi-
lities for the use of personnel on the inactive list for ser-
vice in units which have been organised for U»N0 service*
Special consideration should be given to the possibilities

of providing willing and suitable reserve and conscript
officers with the necessary special training and possibly
also an additional period of service in order to allow suc-h
personnel to acquire the necessary routine,

Yvhen considering the matter of the training of other
ranks the possibility should be taken into account to provide
- in connection with their baoic military trrining - the
necessary supplementary training to those who voluntarily
apply for it, and who are considered suitable for such service

1
In c?r'.ae the alternative of a voluntary emergency corps

is chosen, it should anon^ other things be defined more close-
ly in which form the volunteers should be connected with
the corps r,nd which obligations should be laid down for those
wishing to join the corps. The natter of economic compensation
to the members of the corps, also in a case when the intended
period of service does not materialise, should be considered.
Furthermore, the terms of service of the personnel when doing
their period of service should be examined.

The question of security for the civilian employment
during the period of U.U. service is of considerable import-
ance. In order to facilitate recruitment and to provide
the necessary possibilities of selection it can be important,
as far as the security of employment is concerned, to place
such U.He service on an equal footing with regular National
Service training,,

Calculation of the costs involved in the measures examin-
ed is to be made,

Otherwise this inquiry should cover all matters which

are found to be of importance to it.



PREPARATION AMD,TRAINING OF IMITED MTIONS

PEAGE~K&EPIHG FORCES

Whenever one thinks or an organisation* national

or internationals with responsibilities to maintain

law and order* peace and quiet* it is natural to

think of providing such an organisation with necessary

means. During the past seventeen years military

personnel have been employed by the UN in this field

on an increasing basis to play an important and a

vital role. The maintenance of an international force

presents problems of a political* military and financial

nature, which are not easy to solve and have no standard

solution. Xt would be very difficult therefore, if

not impossible, to'organise a permanent UN force

similar to some other forces organised for defensive

purposes such as those of NA3X) or the Warsaw Pact,

The financial burden would be unbearable, since the

*.«.United Nations



United Nations would be faced with the following

dilemma — to rmintaln a force of sufficient strength

would demand a great expense that could not "be afforded;

on the other hand, a force that would be compatible

with the possible financial resources would not fulfil

its purpose. This becomes evident if we consider

that a permanent UN force would have to be able to

cope with small "bush fires as in Yemen and sizeable

conflicts as in the Congo.

The UN has become, increasingly* a peace-keeping

organisation. At present, whenever trouble arises

anywhere in the world there are voices requesting or

suggesting UK intervention. At the same time it has

become universally accepted that the sooner we attack

the fire the less it spreads and the smaller the

number of firemen to put it out. Nowadays, at the

first sign of international disturbance the UN tends

to be brought into the picture, either through a meeting

.., of the Security Council
\
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of the Security Council or by requesting the Secretary-

General to provide observers, to intervene, or mediate,

In this way many international problems have been

contained without any military intervention* This is

not, however, an indication that no military force is

needed "by the UN. In some instances, as a matter of

fact the major ones, only the use or an international

force to act as a deterrent, or to neutralise» or to

enforce a resolution was capable of maintaining the peace.

Such cases have become more and more frequent, thus

creating a parallel increase in coiaments, remarks and

delates regarding a UK peace-keeping machinery,

Some think that this force should toe organised

permanently with forces provided by all Member States.

It is Interesting to note that in the Disarmament

Conferences in Geneva the two ma^or power blocks presented

the establishment of such a force as an indispensable step

in the implementation of complete disarmament,

*.. Some others



Some others point out that disarmament is still too

far away in the future and the UN immediately needs an

instrument to maintain peace, Since it is not possible

to maintain a complete fire department then a system of

volunteer firemen should be devised. Hence the ear-

marking of units for a stand-by force „ In brief, a

UH permanent force is out of the question for the time

"being; financial, political and administrative reasons

prevent it. However, there is urgent need for the UN

to create a more effective and efficient machinery for

peace-keeping, particularly in the employment of military

personnel and units 9 To this end stand-toy forces

composed of units voluntarily earmarked by Member States

would provide a more effective means. This became

more obvious during the XVIIIth session of the General

Assembly when several countries made formal offers of

stand-by units from the rostrum of the General Assembly.

The following words were pronounced by the Prime Minister

, ,,of Canada



of Canada on the opening day of the general debate;
n.e. we propose that there should "be an

examination "by interested, governments of the

problems and techniques of peace-keeping

operations. This could lead to a pooling of

available resources and development in a

co-ordinated my of trained and equipped

collective forces for tB service to meet

possible future demands for peace-keeping or

police action under th© blue flag of the world

or̂ .nisation and at the request of that

organisation *'*

Canada was soon followed "by Denmark, Horway, Sweden, Finland

and the Netherlands in offering to voluntarily earmark

units to be emplo3?ed in UH peace-keeping .

the W has t>ees accused in the past of improvisation

when launching a military operation , This is true to

a great extent* However* it is necessary to consider

*,. that all past
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that ail past UN operations were the fruit of International

emergencies for which the Secretary-General did not have

the requisite staff at the moment they were decided upon.

Requests were hastily made to countries and the troops

were called into the field at very short notice, It

is difficult to recruit at very short notice exactly the

kind of units for the woric at hand and to operate a

force whose units and staff meet each other for the

first time in the midst of a delicate operation. There

are differences not only of language and tradition Hat

also of training* equipment, doctrine and staff procedure,

Ifeny of the above-mentioned difficulties could have

been eased if the ability to carry out sufficient advance

military planning could have been provided prior to the

operation* The crystal tail of military planning - the

hypothesis - is not ideal In this case for it is very

difficult to equate all possible circumstances that would

deimnd the employment of a UN force in each one of the

tension areas of the world, Nevertheless, if an experienced

... planning staff
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planning staff and data on the units and means or

logistical support are available, much can be done In

advance that will save time, money, effort and. possibly

lives when the time comes to employ the units.

In the definition of an earmarked stand-by force

the following concepts are tacitly admitted?

the earmarking is voluntarily made by the

Government concerned*

the ©araarked units are to be kept under complete

command and control of their government prior

to their use by the W*

th© government concerned will have to agree to

a tffil request for deployment of its unit in a

particular operation;
and

— there will be no financial responsibility for

th© W during the stand-by phase 0

... Within the \
\

V

A
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Within the framework Of these principles It should be

possible to a good measure to anticipate and carry

out co-ordinated planning of possible future involvement,

A small planning staff at XJH Headquarters t in cooperation

with the countries earmarking units, should plan on

the basis of various possible contingencies. The

majority of the units offered so far are quite naturally

combat units. However^administrative and logistical

units as well as staff officers will "b© necessary in

any operation and their earmarking Is absolutely

indispensable. An air component is also essential,

fhe first step in planning, therefore, would have to

be for the UN to establish the patterns of two or three

types of standard forces according to past experience.

Out of these a list of types and number of units would

come* thus permitting negotiations to take place between

the TJR and the countries willing to earmark units in

order to have available when needed all the necessary

units to organise a force of any size.

All planning would centre itself around three main



points: transporting, training and supporting the

units* Hours9 or even days, of precious time can be

saved If the loading tables of the unit are known in

advance, fills brings up the matter or strength

and equipment of the unit as well as the type of transport

to be used. Such items will have to be analysed,

discussed and agreed upon "by the t)M9 the country providing

the unit and the country providing the transport,

Modifications could then be introduced in the national

tables of organisation and equipment to enable the units

to perform certain types of UN missions* The requirements

of transport would be figured out and it would be possible

to tiave the units in the air in a matter of hours after

a resolution is adopted in the Security Council or Geseral

Assembly,, and the UN request is approved by the governments.

In Gaza and in the Congo there were cases when UN

troops were called upon to support the local security

forces in dealing with riots and mobs, and, in a few instances,

,*. the 8N ms



the UN was directly Involved In dealing with such situations

There were occasions when UN personnel in discharge of

their duties were obliged to carry out certain police

functions when protecting life or property, and several

other o&caslons when assistance was provided to the civil

authority. In most Instances UN troops had not received

any prior training for such roles, The weapons they

carried and their equipment were also often not suited

for these tasks»

It has been possible for UN Headquarters to give some

general guidance to governments on obtainable conditions

in the area of future operations. Even where precise

Information and instructions have "been given, however,

they have not always been heeded .for example * In some

instances contingents have arrived with heavy woollen

clothing to operate In tropical conditions and vice versa.

Some contingents have arrived without cooking utensils*

Many peraonnel had not been protected against smallpox and

... tropical diseases.
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troplcal diseases*

While the state of health of most troops lias "been

generally of a very high standard amongst contingents,

in some cases proper medical inspections of personnel

have not been carried out, necessitating urgent evacuation

when some latent disease is discovered after their arrival

la the area of operations • WMle it is appreciated that

the troops so generously offered by Member States to the

UI? to meet emergencies ha.ve been got together at short

active the importance of advance administrative preparation

obviously exists. The cooperation of the military

authorities of the governments is also needed to enjoin

upon their unit and contingent comnoanders the need to abide

with administrative instructions issued by UN Headquarters

and by the OR Force Comnaander.

UK Operations are based on some rules which are peculiar

to the blue helmet forces?

-* the use of force only in self defence.

~~ freedom of movement throughout the area,

,*. Those two princip"1



Those two principles are so far removed from any current

military book that it becomes necessary to condition

officers and ORs to follow them. Throughout the world

armies are trained to defeat and destroy an enemy. To

achieve this purpose it is necessary to counteract Mm,

eliminating or neutralising his forces in order to attain

victory* In the tlH these ideas are not valid. There

is no enemy, there is no one to "be defeated, there is no

intention of eliminating and the idea of neutralising

has a different ton©; it is not enough to neutralise one

opponent — it is necessary to neutralise all "belligerents

without using force, solely by "being present. Freedom

of movement throughout the area occupied by tooth sides is

therefor© necessary. At the same times for this presence

to "be respected it must be supported "by a force capable

of standing toy itself in conventional or guerrilla warfare

in case either one or feoth contenders turn against the

mediator. Special training is therefore imperative for

.,. aiiy unit
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any unit participating in a IM force* It lias been

said many times that TJN peace-keeping is nothing tout

police action and police training would suffice. This

Is not trueo A police force would not liave been able

to stand its ground in Elisabethville under fire from

tiie Katangese Gendanaerle. On the other hand, it is

easier to train a professional combat type unit in certain

police duties than to make combat units out of a police

group*

In the ease of the stand-by unit» this training

would have to be done during the stand-by period. It

is difficult for the troops to be trained in the

operational area and the UN does not have suitable facilities

or training ©amps. In addition, it has been a regular

procedure for the countries contributing contingents for

the "ON to hage them rotated periodically. If training

had to be given in the area the strength of the force

would have to be greatly increased, thus creating

financial and administrative problems„

... fhis system of
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This system of rotation also brings up a point which

becomes very important if the operation is to last long.

Let us suppose a country eamirks one "batallion for

a UH operation, and trains that batallion for years

until the tim© comes for the m to use it. Six

months later this batallion is returning home and.

is replaced in the field "by a green one with a

maximum of six months training. From this point of

view it would therefore be advisable that the tour

of duty of a unit with the W be at least one year*

This would permit a minimum amount of time to train

a unit to replace the one in the field upon completion

of its tour* It would also significantly reduce

the costs of the operation, Xhe Member State

contributing the contingent has, however* the last

word* If her policy is six months tour of duty the

IE has to either accept it or request the unit from

somewhere else. For those countries insisting upon a

... tour of duty



tour of duty of six months it becomes therefore

necessary to have two similar units trained for

every one they promise to ©anaark.

Some countries cannot send units of their

national army outside the couatril and have9 therefore,

to raise a voluntary contingent. In this case the

unit that Is sent is a reserve unit in v/hich the
%

men had their training when serving the &rmy some

years previously, and just before going abroad

receive a refresher course of a few weeks. It would

be difficult to train such reserve units as stand-by

units for a UN force* Obviously there is a need

to study this problem in detail.

It is impossible to foresee all the types of

units that an operation nay denand. However, from

past experience it is possible to admit that some

special units will be necessary in almost any operation,

A good example would be Movement Control units,

...In every UN operation
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In eyery tJN operation frequent rotations of Individuals
it

and contingents, as well as the great quantity of

incoming supplies and necessary movement within the

area of operations, demand an effective movement control

organisation. It 6as "been sometimes difficult to

obtain trained units or men for this particular Job

because the countries that have a large movement control

organisation in their armed forces are those who do

not provide contingents, I.e. the five permanent

members of th© Security Council.. Other ooorntries

with acceptable nationalities either cannot spare the

few speolalised elements they have or do not have in

their military organisation sufficiently trained

personnel. It becomes necessary, therefore* during

the planning stage* to provide training for such

earmarked special'units, using the goodwill and

facilities of other countries who cannot provide troops
"t
il

but are willing to assist in training. This Mould

... not only be of
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not only toe of advantage for the W "but also for

the countries whose men are 139ing trained.

Recruiting of suitable tradesmen and technical

personnel and their tmining presents special

problems, there have been instances where men*

regardless of their qualifications, have been placed

to fill up quotas. Ibis could lead, to serious

consequences in emergency situations,

The general standard of mechanical transport

maintenance and driving 1ms "been poor amongst most

contingents. There have of course been examples

of high standard in vehicle maintenance. The accident

rate in the US forces has "been extremely high.
..

Nationals of the country in v/hieh the UN troops are ;

operating have also,, on occasion, been killed or

maimed by IM personnel resulting not only in UN

liability "but also a critical situation in mutual

relations. There is urgent need on part of contingent

commanders to effect greater mechanical transport discipline

«•• Need to give
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Heed to give suitable training during stand-by

period is all too apparent.

training abroad would also help to solve perhaps

one of tiie problems faced "by UH forces - the language

problem. At on© tte In GWUC we had 22 different

countries providing contingents or staff personnel.

A eouTflon working language had to be used. English

was selected for two reasons: it was one of the

official working languages of UN Headquarters and

it was easier to obtain personnel x^hose second language

was English. fhis was true as far as the officers

and some MCO were concerned. However, in some

contingents the lower ranks could not speak English

at all* If a unit is to be eanaar&ed and trained

for mi peace-lcseping' Jobs it becomes indispensable

that all components of such a unit receive English

lessons that will enable them to communicate at least

on basic subjects with other elements of the force,

»., Th® training programme
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The training programme for eacii particular

country would have to be different, depending on the

national training of the unit* It would be

necessary to work it out between those responsible

for the training of the unit and the UN staff in

charge of coordinating this training. In any case

the following subjects would be a must for every

type of unit: riot control, raob control, patrol duty,

investigation of incidents, rescue, assistance to

tli© civil power, sanitary and first-aid medical

proceduress guerrilla warfare, observation duties,

UB rules and procedures. For officers earmrked

for staff duty it would also be necessary to include

training on the function and duties of a military

observers, investigating an incident* mediating, or

observing a cease-fire. More than 40 different

countries te.ve provided in the past officers* enlisted

men and troops for ON operations or military observation

groups»



groups, In those countries there Is already

a nucleus of officers and NCOs capable of being

used as Instructors to prepare and train new units.

It Is a characteristic of the UN that each operation

is, in important ways, different from all the others.

Therefore, countries that have participated in only

one or two operations would need additional help to

complement this training, fhis could "be done by

sending personnel to be trained in other countries

or "by importing instructors specialised in a

particular field, This exchange could "be arranged

either directly or through the UK. In any case it

would deiBstnd a great deal of cooperation and

coordination,

The training problems are not however the only

ones that would deiaand such coordination* A few

other natters that bav© proved to be problems in

the organisation and operation of a UN security force

,4* eould very well be



could very well "be negotiated and settled during

the' standby period. When troops are sent to

participate in a TK force the US Is responsible for

their operational emplopient and logistical supports

National administrative natters and discipline are

kept within the national chain of command. It is

agreed that in the past there have not "been many

serious problems of discipline9 a fact for which the

troops and their commanding officers deserve great

credit. However, the fact that the W Force Commander

has no disciplinary powers whatsoever over Ms troops is

a potential liability that should be and probably

could be avoided if a set of regulations could be

drafted and approved by all countries earmarking units.

Equally there is need on the part of some

countries to authorise special disciplinary powers

In the fit Id* At present their men are tried

, ,* under civil code



under civil code in national courts. Since

these courts cannot meet In the field the process

of law followed does not meet requirements, UH

troops enjoy lanaanltles in regard to local laws

rnider UK status agreements with the governments of

the area of operations,. Such Immunities place a

heavy responsibility upon the UN organisation and

it8 Seoretary**Gen@ral. It would therefore be

extremely undesirable if breaches and flagrant

violations of local laws, rules and regulations

continue without checks and the culprits go without

suitable disciplinary action. It is said with

great regret that there have been a few cases*

Including mjor crimes, in which the governments

concerned were not disposed to raake the necessary

investigations and to take suitable disciplinary

action against the culprits* The impact on the

reputation, discipline and morale of this attitude

...on a UN force
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on a UH force, and the great concern tlaat it causes

to the government of tlie country where UH troops

are deployed needs no emphasis. The whole question

of discipline in the field in a UN military command

needs the urgent attention of Member States who

intend to continue generously supporting the UN

efforts in this field.

The United ifetions enters into certain agreements

with contributing mtioaa in respect of their

contingents* With experience this arrangement has

been formlised. The nations providing troops as

a rule send them fully equipped and undertake to

pay their salaries and. allowances. The W accepts

responsibility for movement of these troops to the

field and back to their home countries, to support

them loglstiGi|.ly in the field and to reimburse the

governments for extra extraordinary costs - the

lattar arrangement covers a variety of items;

*». for instance



for instance, as explained ealier, some countries

caimot send their national units outside their

country and have to raise a volunteer contingent.

In this case even the basic salaries or these men

cannot be'charged to their country's national budget^

this would result in a claim on the t$J under extra

Let us take another case* say of India, which

was obliged to integrate some territorial units to

take over national security responsibilities for

troops made available td the W. It would "be fair

on the part of the Indian Government to claim the

expenditure involved in integrating territorial forces

under extra extraordinary costs. Any overseas

allowances paid by the government can be claimed

under this head. At first glance thie looks like

a book-keeping problem, but it isnft really one of

... accounting.



accounting, Differences in national allowances

and in overseas allowances have as a consequence

that within a IM fore© some contingents will earn

much more than others even though they are undergoing

the same risks and doing the same job. The situation

has "been further complicated "by some countries who

insisted on a higher scale of allowances for their

troops for service in the Congo, This led to a

general move on the part of most countries to raise

the allowances of their men« In the interests both

of economy and morale, there is obviously a need to

check this tendency and establish a uniform system

for payment of allowances which are to be reimbursed

by the UK.

It is obvious that such differences would cause

problems of morale within a fore©. It is especially

highlighted when, for eixample* two men carrying out

the same job* sometimes standing next to each other,

, .Jbave a vast difference



have a vast difference In their allowances which

ar© reimbursed by the UN, i .6. one soldier costing

the M about $8,00 per month and the other $625.00

per month* As this difference is not proportionate

to cost of living it would be apparent that it is

desirable, in the interests of efficiency, moral©

and economy that reimbursable allowances which are

.paid to tM troops should follow some agreed and

uniform pattern. It is "believed that some countries

who contribute volunteers feel obliged to pay these

men on the same "basis as UN civilian staff for it

is considered that these volunteers have come from

civilian life and should therefore receive the same

treatment as the t$J civilians* It has also been

said that in order to encourage volunteer recruitment

attractive overseas allowances have to be offered,

*.. In case of countries
V

\
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In case of countries who maintain regular forces

and pemlt their soldiers abroad there exist

rules and regulations for parent of overseas

allowances. These countries have decided not to

increase their mtes of overseas allowances merely

because the IM accepts the responsibility to reimburse

theau Allowances of these men are adjusted to

their basic scales of pay in order to make up for

any hardships that may be caused to their dependents

and to provide sorae incentive for service abroad.

Genemlly they do not exceed SO per cent of a

soldier1 s average'salary. It is not intended here

to suggest how countries should govern and regulate

salaries and allowances of their own troops. The

ideas expressed are only intended to encourage

further thinking on their part on this all-important

question which has caused administrative difficulties,

affects morale and thereby the overall operational

efficiency of UH peace-keeping forces,

*,. Since the IB
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Since the UN operates usually on a tight budget

the allowances that have to "be paid to contingents

become a najor consideration in requesting a

particular nationality. In many cases the

nationality is extremely acceptable, the men are

qualified and trained professionals but the IB is

reluctant to request them, in order to stay within

the limitations of the "budget. It would be

necessary, therefore9 during the stand-by phase,

to study these allowances, to try to bring them to

some uniform pattern, and devise a system by which,

if they were not the same for all nationalities,

at least differences should be understandable and

acceptable.

H&val Forces

In 1948 two US Navy destroyers cooperated

with the UN in supervising the truce arranged between

Israel and the Arab States * Their main tasks were

,*» to observe



to observe violations of the truce at sea.

WF had an LST for awhile » A few snail naval

craft were used la West Hew Guinea, mainly for

transportation purposes, and a transport ship* the

"BlatchfOrd.", was used in connection with the Congo

operation for almost three years, assisting in the

rotation of contingents especially those from the

Far last. Military sea transport is always needed,

though it is not easy to obtain. However, use of

fighting ships is possible though somewhat remote.

Air Forces "

The use of aircraft in UN operations has "been

constant * Transportation of troops, supplies,

observation, reeeonaissaace, evacuation, rescue,

have demanded the use of all types of small and

medium aircraft. Helicopters and Otters have

"become very popular due to their flexibility and also

...their ability



their ability to land and take off from almost

anywhere, Ba&otas» BG-4s and 6s and Caribous have

also proved extremely useful in the Middle East

and In the Congo, Larger aircraft have "been used

in connection with rotation of contingents and

airlift of large quantities of supplies. They

have not, however, been used as components of a

force since there was never a permanent need for

such aircraft and the expenses of maintaining them

idle on the ground would "be extremely high. It

has been the procedure, therefore, to request Member

States providing logistical support to assist the

UN forces with airlifts whenever they became necessary.

If the IM is to earmark units for future operation

it seems indispensable to have also some sort of

logistical support earmarked„ In other words,

the plans should include provision for obtaining

.... certain types of
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eertain types of aircraft to airlift tlie units

and/or supplies for the initial stages of an

operation from the mother countries to the theatre

of operation.

The UN air transport unit in UMEF has keen

contributed "by Canada and has operated as a single

national airforce contingent. Therefore there

have been no organisational difficulties in its

operation. In the Congo the UN was obliged to set

up a UN air transport unit on a multi-national

basis. It is a credit to the countries who

contributed men and material that, despite innumerable

difficulties* this unit made a remarkable contribution

towards the success of the OMJS! operation. This

unit is now being disbanded as it was found too

uneconomical to retain with a reduced number of

aircraft. An examination of the history of this unit

... would reveal
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would reveal that there were many weaknesses

which it should be possible to eliminate in any

future operation. Plying crews were either active

serving airforee personnel or from the reserve.

Ground personnel were similarly organised, In

the case of the flight personnel serious difficulties

were encountered in obtaining helicopter crews.

Although arrangements were made to train personnel

IB the United States, serious personnel management

problems were encountered, There is obviously a

need for contributing countries to examine this in

greater detail in order to produce greater efficiency

and facilitate UW operations. In the case of

ground personnel many men were found wanting in

suitable qualifications, There were instances of

erroneous recruitment, i*e, a man recruited to fill

a vacancy in a definite trade had no previous

experience or training* Difficulties were also

*,. encountered in
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encountered in obtaining personnel in accounting,

requisitioning and issuance of spare parts,

there was also a serious lack of suitable personnel

who would supervise air loading to ensure that

most economic use of aircraft was made. •

US experience in chartering commercial aircraft

has not been a success story either. While it

Is understandable that under dangerous conditions

It Is difficult to obtain commercial companies to

fly their aircraft, with experience it was possible

to improve safety factors and obtain better service

from coaamerclal chartered aircraft. Since the

UK does not maintain an air fleet on a continued

"basis and has to rely upon air companies under

contract to provide aircraft and also to establish

small air units, usually of smaller type aircraft,

It is apparent that thera is room for improvement

In the control of these aircraft in order to obtain

, * .the best results



the best results with the resources available

and at minimum cost.

Combat aircraft have so far only been used

by the UN in the Congo operations„ Three types

of planes were employed - the Canberra, the F-86

and the Saab Jet fighters. The need to include

combat aircraft within OMC became apparent

following the failure of attempts to relieve the

Irish garrison in Jadotville in September 1961.

Efforts of the reinforcement column which had

been sent from Ellsabethville proved abortive due

to continued harrassment received from a Katangese

Fouga Maglster aircraft, This Katangese aircraft,

manned by a mercenary, also caused some disruption of

UN air transport movement. With the arrival of

the Ethiopian and the Swedish Jet fighter units

it was possible to neutralise Katangese aircraft,

. * .In faot



In £aet, in a later action, due to valuable

information obtained "by 138 photo recconaissance

aircraft it was possible to accurately destroy

Katangese military aircraft on the ground at

<Jad0tville and elsewhere*

It was round, however* that in direct support

to ground troops the Jets were not entirely suited

to T3N operations, the main idea being that the

UN was only using force when extremely necessary and

only enough to overcome the resistance. Strafing

with cannon and roclcets from the air would result

in very heavy casualties which were not in

proportion to the military requirements* For

this reason jet fighters were only used once in

direct air support to ground troops. It must be

said, however, that even though there should be

...extreme caution



extreme caution in the use of jet fighters in

support of a peacekeeping operationt their

possession by a TM force becomes imperative

whenever the parties involved in the conflict are

equipped with combat aircraft,

Chain of Coronand

As long as the task of conducting an operation

is given to the Secretary-General he will need a

small military staff to assist him in carrying out

these responsibilities*

The need for this staff has "been recognised

since General Martola of Finland was appointed as

Military Adviser to the Secretary-General after

the organisation of tlNEF. There has "been* however,

much discussion about the size and duties of this

staff. Three points are common in all thinking on

the subjects firstly*, military expertiese should

"be available to the Secretary-General as long as he

,. 4s responsible for



is responsible- for employment of UN forces in

peace-keeping operations. Secondly, if a system

of earmarking units for the UN operations is

adopted by Member States there should be permanent

military planning going on in the Secretariat.

Thirdly, the experience of past operations has to

be kept alive by condensing and using it and not

by burying it in underground archives. Any one of

these three points by itself would justify the

existence of a military staff within the Secretariat„

Perhaps the greatest difficulty encountered

so far in any UN military force has been the

inability to weld national contingents into a truly

international force. BHEF and ONUG cannot really

be shown as e:xamples of a truly integrated force*

National contingents usually operate as separate
..i--;f"

units, and in order to make best use of them are

given separate tasks* Joint operations have been

extremely difficult*

*..These difficulties



These difficulties really started at tiie

level of Force HQ,« The development of UN forces

lias yet to reach a level where Hq staff could be

suitably Integrated, Ho Force HQ has so fiar

functioned as a fully integrated single HQ,

This position has been further made difficult

through presence of national liaison officers and

contingent coixumnders who maintain channels with

their governments either directly or through their

consular staff located at HQ or nearest to them*

Indeed, much depends on commanders, i.e.

force commanders as well as contingent and unit

coHiaanders, Some individuals have done a lot

towards achieving integration and developing a

truly international force. However, at present

the problem remains unsolved*

,.« HQ W has given



HQ, 11$ has given consideration to the

development of soms suitable staff tmining for

civilian and military personnel likely to be

employed in future operations,, There are, however,

obvious limitations, After training it may not

be possible to use these personnel for long periods

and later they nay not b© available as often career

planning would not permit them to be kept in reserve

for intended appointments*

GOMGLIM1QH

In 1963 n speaking to the Harvard Alumni

Association, the Secretary-General said» and I quote:

"Although it is perhaps too early* for the

reasons I have already given, to consider

the establishment of a permanent United

Nations fore©# I believe ther© ar© a

of measures which could be taken

*,.even now



wem aow.to improve on our present

capacity for meeting dangerous situations.

It would be extremely desirable, tor

example» it countries would, in their

national military planning, mate provision

for suitable units wfelcsh could be nmde

available at short notice for Waited.

Bfettions service and thereby decrease the

degree of improvisation necessary in an

fhe emergency character that lias prevailed in every

opemtion undertaken by the DH includes in itself

the need for improvisation to a certain degree.

kike a flres no one imows where, when and under

what conditions it will start. This is no reason,

however, to wait until the alann sounds and only

then start looking for the buckets and the men to

put it out.

,.« Every operation



Every operation has been like a bush fire

that starts suddenly and threatens to spread to

a large area. The possibilities of success in

preventing the forest from bursting into flames

are greatly Increased if there is a corps of

volunteer firemen already trained, equipped and

prepared to be called into action when the alarm

sounds. fhis earmrking of units will not solve

the problem of world peace* but, if properly handled,
«

will certainly be a landmark towards achieving it*
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U9I1TBXI MATION* Confidential*

Aide-jae'moire.
' 'i'r > •„ ' '

The Ministers for Defenet of De&jaarks Norway and
Sweden decided^ during a meeting recently, to propose th©
establishment of a Nordic M0H 8tand-by*force% which could

-*1 tJ%tr«t ' the of the United ffatlocs as a subst *&

£<tfz>ttitt listing JffcdftrttjjM'orcjes. The different national
units would be organised In order to eoostitat©
contributions to the TO far peace-keeping aod other

The said decision implies that the three Governments
may • without the need of coordination In timing - propose
to their respective Parilaiasnts to allocate the necessary
financial means required to set up their forces,

+ + + + • + •¥ +

With regard to Sweden there is, at present, no ne.©d
to bring the matter up before Parliaments which, already ia
1$619 took a decision in principle to'srrange for the train-
ing' of volunteers for a Swedish "UH stari<i-by«.fQrc©w»

'' ' ' the competent Swedish ©uthorities decided in I960 to
IJUait the engagement - %»s far ©s personnel is coaeerned »
to'If 500* .In ^iew of the fact that at presest arousd
volnnteers 'are engsged ia USf«s®rvice» the Swedish

"fore©"- e@n only be established once the Swedish forces to
OSIF an4; O^OC have been reduced*

''in the spring of 196^ the financial side of
-ulll probably tm thought before parliament In order to
the budgetary aspect of the problem*

It^oes id.thoiit saying, howevers that in each
casi'-'th© Governia©at asal Parliament of Sweden have t©

the staad-by-forc© say ba put at th@



of t^0d4-*:-fifee Is, consequently, no automatic pro-
eadure involved.

ftew York, Hay 15, 1963.
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MISSION 0? MORWAY
UNITED

si- -

1m

,Bist@2?s ©f Btf@2K3© of Denmark
sas^iibg agreed to propose
^loyile 01 stasdby fore®"*

tlit Soveriaaieat® will noir procttd is a@eor&@a©@
.h their renpeotiTd eos.Ejtitut4.OEal reqiiif^i^iitj^'
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ajicl air feres©
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y Polio® Uiait 9
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oaatS'lbutioa ?/ill fee
d§g a regixiar part of stir a;

fa^illt®.t-3 the sroseBS of
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th@ uxiits" ready on short notice* fh@ units designated for
the "Stand-by fore©1* ©ill b@ given the accessary training
for this spselal task* Personnel serving with thes© units
will-tor© to ©Iga up for at least sis months of TJU-8@rvic@,
'fh© aetual ©stablishment of th© lorwegian stand-by fore©
is n&t o0nt@mplat^d uatil the Norwegian forcss presently
sesvijig--with tJSE? asd/or 010C have been r©ducid«

It- ±B the intention of the Go¥@ramQSt to subsslt
tfe© »fo©asary proposals for th© Norwegian contribution

*St̂ ni-»by foree" to Psrllsmsst within th© a@xt
of months. 31

Hew York, July 3, 196'5
it!



PERMANENT MISSION OF DENMARK File fco 13.9»Fol2.

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

P. K.

The Ministers df Defence of Denmark, Forroy
\

and Sweden at a recent meeting agreed to propose to

their Ckrrornments the establishment of a rtScandinavian

UN stand-by fore©n0 Each of th© Government a will novr

proceed in accordance irith their respective constitu-

tional requirements in order that the above-mentioned

t; be implemented... It Is the intention to cosposs©

national contingents to the fore© in sttch a manner

that they can operat© jointly or separately, as a whol@
m

©r in jpartSp in peace-keej>ing operations as veil aa in

'cases of catastrophlea such aa earthquakes. *

At present Denmark, Horwaj and Sweden are

rendering their contribution to the existing tJhited

Nations forcea in the Middl© Bast and ia the Congo«

fh© pr@s©at participation amounts to approximately
<r

' 3«OCX) m@nf which ia also the contemplated sis© of th®

futtire Soandinauiasi' W stand-by forc©» Decisions in
»

regard to requests for eervic© from the stand-by foro©

will b© mad© by the respective ioy©rr4sents and Farlia-

m@iits«

*£&.& plans- for th® proposed UU stand-by fores

îiâ gested Danish contributiono of one infantry-
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• *

battallion, one signal-unit, one medical-usit and one

military-police-unit as well as staff personnel, observers,

BKB-peraonnel and movementcontrolpersonnel or a total
of about 930 sen. -

The main body of this personnel would be made

up by demobilized personnel, who have received special\

training, and who will be in a state of special prepared-

ntss.for a duration of at least one year.

It should be noted , however, that the implement-*••
atiofe of the Danish contribution to the proposed 171 stand-

by force vill be dependant upon the financial situation

well aa on personnel conditions prevailing at the aotml

It is further understood that the above-mentioned .-p-
preliiiinary arrangements have of course no implication®*,
ae to the position of the Banish 0oT®nm@nt and Parlia-

- ' - k " . : • • • 4

m&nt in oaeh ease .vhere a request for military assistant®

from the BIT for a given purpose might b© forthcoming*
• I , • - . - , - •

Aay participation of Danish volunteers for such a purpcs® ,

. is dependent upon decisions by the Oovemment in consult-
ation irith the Parliament.



MISSION 03?

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

The Ministers for Defence of Denmark, Norway and Sweden

at a recent meeting agreed to propose the establishment of a
"Nordic UN stand-by force". Each of the Governments will now

proceed in accordance with their respective constitutional

requirements in order that the above-mentioned decision be

implemented. It is the intention to compose the national

contingents to the force in such a manner that they can

operate jointly or separately as a whole or in parts in

peace-keeping operations as well as in cases of catastrophies

such as earth-quakes,

At present:: Denmark- Norway and Sweden render their con-

tributions to the existing United Nations forces in the Middle
' i;

East and in the Congo» The present participation amounts to

approximately 3»000 men which is also the size of the contem-
plated Nordic UN Stand-by force. Decisions in regard to
requests for service by the Stand-by force will be made by

the respective Governments and Parliaments,

Swedish authorities reached in 1961 -a decision that the

engagement - as far as personnel is concerned - in the UN

military operations should be limited to about 1500 men* As
at present approximately this number of volunteers are em-

ployed in UN-service, the actual establishment of the Swedish
stand-by force is not contemplated until the Swedish forces

to UNEI? and/or ONUO have been reduced.
The above-mentioned decision in principle by the Swedish

Parliament on the organization of a specific military train-

ing for UN-service was primarily intended to facilitate the

recruitment of personnel for the present tasks in the UN. The

following main principles for the programme were given. The

training would be entirely voluntary and should take place in

direct connection with the final stage of the basic military
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service period. The duration should not exceed 19 days

for officers and 14 days for other personnel. Training should
take place at specific military units and comprise about

2500 personnel'yearly* It was assumed that those who had

participated in the training programmes described should

have preference in the selection of Swedish military per-

sonnel to serve with the M.

As a result of this decision in principle certain pre-

paratory measures were undertaken such as the construction

of cantonments and storehouses.

Regarding the actual composition of the Swedish part
of the "Nordic UKT stand-by force" the plans are not yet final.

It might be mentioned, however, that - pending a definite de-
cision - the units should mainly*consist of two infantry bat-
talions, staff personnel, military observers and possibly also

a technical team as well as helicopters and light aircraft

with personnel,

The above-mentioned" preliminary arrangements have of course

no implications as to the 'role of the Swedish Government and
Parliament in" each case where a request for military assistance

from the UK for a given purpose might be forthcoming, ^ny
participation of Swedish volunteers for such a purpose is de-

*

pendent upon decisions by the Government in consultation with

the Parliament,

New York, 26 June 1963.
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AIDE-MEMOIEE

Upon instructions of my Government I have the

honour to bring to your knowledge that the Government

have decided to establish a stand-by force of approximately

one infantry "batallion to be made available to the United

Nations for peace-keeping operations in the event that

the Government agree to United Nations request for such

a force.

Hew York, 3 September 1963.
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PERMANENT MISSION OF FINLAND
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

AIDE-MEMOIRE

Upon instructions of my Government 1 have the

honour to bring to your knowledge that the Government

have decided t~> establish a stand-by force nf approximately

one infantry batallion to be marie available t--> the 'Jnited

Nations for peace-keeping operations in the event that

the Government agree to United Nations requem for such

a force.

f Mew York, 3 September 1963.
I



PEBMANENT MISSION OF SWEDEN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

The Permanent Mission of Sweden to the United
Nations presents its compliments and has the honour to
transmit the enclosed communique" issued after the Meeting
of the Foreign Ministers of the Nordic countries in Stock-
holm on September 5-6,1963-

New York, S_eptember 9, 1963-



PERMANENT MISSION OF SWEDEN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

Communique issued after the meeting of the Foreign Mi-
nisters of the Nordic countries in Stockholm 5-6

September 1963.

The ministers expressed their deep appreciation that
a partial test "ban treaty had "been achieved and that the
treaty had gained an almost complete adherence. They voiced
the hope that the treaty should constitute a first step to
the solution of other unsettled issues between the great
powers.

The ministers discussed a number of questions appearing
on the provisional agenda of the 18th Session of the Gene-
ral Assembly. It was noted with satisfaction that the financ-
ing of the peace-keeping operations of the UN had been
guaranteed until the end of 1963. The ministers stressed
the importance they attached to a long-term solution of the
UN financial problems, based on the principle of the collec-
tive responsibility of all member states. They pointed to
the desire of the Nordic countries to make the UN an effec-
tive peace-keeping organization, a desire which had found
practical expression in the preparations undertaken in Den-
mark, Finland, Norway and Sweden for the setting up of
stand-by forces for UN service.

The ministers confirmed their governments'strong con-
demnation of the apartheid policy in South Africa and of the
repeated refusal of the Soutli African government to give
any attention to the strong and well-founded critical
opinion expressed in the UN.

The ministers expressed their satisfaction at the de-
cision recently taken by the Security Council in which
i.a. the member states were requested to ban the export of
arms and military equipment to South Africa*
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It was noted that the Nordic countries have not per-
mitted and will not permit such exports to South Africa.

It was agreed tha t during the forthcoming session of the

General Assembly efforts should be made to initiate studies

intended to ascertain what further measures could now be

taken by the United Nations. The studies should aim at

elucidating the positions of member states as to the diffe-

rent ways of exerting influence which are open to the

General Assembly and the Security Council, according to the
UN Charter, and as to the practical effects of such action.

A further purpose of the studies should be to get positive
proposals for a solution of the political and human problems
which will arise when implementing a new policy in South

Africa based on the principles of the UN Charter.
It should be examined in what way the UN in such a

situation could participate in safeguarding the equal rights

of all citizens in South Africa and in giving guarantees for

the protection of these rights.
The discussion also dealt with the forthcoming UN

conference on trade and development. It was agreed tha t the

Nordic countries should Go-operate in the preparations for
the conference. In recognizing the great importance of this
conference the ministers stressed the need for careful and
detailed preparations.

The next meeting of the foreign ministers will take
place in the spring of 1964 in Copenhagen,
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f A) at short, aot-Ic® a
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ati infantry brigade group, to fe®
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by th© !feltsd''l!atl©s,s or for such other eons-
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In Canada ia <srd@r' to be a-s ready as possible
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p©28somi«i of all eorpa of th'i> Arraty and virtually *
all trades snd special t.i@rS3 If it v?er@ d@cicl®d
to stipplj a specialised fo^e® to the Usiit®d

s^cb a forst could thrarsfors b©
largely from the units of this brigade"

ft is estimated that a force- raised
brigade grcmp could be r©adjr for

out of Can&da within t^o wiseka of
decision to d*o
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September 1963

Bear Mr.

thank you rezy much for jowt* kind invitation ivo participate
ia an international conference on US security forces as a means
to promoting peace, to be hold in Oslo, Marway, OK 20 and 21

Fsferoaiy 1964* Considering ths high goals of ths conferencê
it gives me groat plsasura to inform you that, ths Secrstaiy-Gone

of'the United Nations has directed 211-3 to accept this invitation

aad to raprassnt the organisation at this conference.

X lava road ths papers ̂ 4th great inters at and look

to ths oppoirtimity to participate in your deliberations*

Tours

.tl, Sikhy$, Ife^or Ganeral
ifilitary Advisor

to ths

, John Sanaess

Sateraatiooal 0o«i* erenee on
U».H, Security Forces

P.O, Box 7173

cet -Mr» Odd Cfe^? Ghsinaasi of the Conference
.*/The Secretary-General

Mr. O.Y. Narasimhan
Mr. R.J. B tinche



The Secretary-General of the OM.ted Nations presents his

compliments to the Permanent Representative of Canada to tlie

W'
to refer to his letter of 4

September 1963 xmder eover of which h© transmitted a paper

entitled "Gtiidanee on types of forces Canada can most readily

provide for use when dealing TJith requests for support of the

United Bations". The Secretarj-General has the honour to

transmit to the Permanent EeprssentatiVe of Canada a copy of

a statement -which he is issuing defining th© policy governing

all offers of "standby" military units to the United Nations.

30 SeptOTber 1963



the Secretary-General &£ the tMted Nations presents his

compliments to the Permanent Kepresentative of Finland to the

United Nations and has the honour to refer to the decision of

th& Government of Finland to establish a standby force to be

made available to the United Kations for peaee-kesping

operations„ as annotmced to him in the Permanent Representative's

aids m®aoire of 3 September 1963« The Secretary-General has the

honour to transit to the Permanent Representative of Finland a

copy of a statement which he is issuing defining the policy

governing aH offers of "standby1* military units to the United

Rations.

30 September 1963



U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Prest; Services
Office of Public Information

United Nations, N.Y.

(FOE USE OF INFORMATION MEDIA — NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD).-

Press Release SG/1|?88
1 October 1963

OFFERS OF 'STAND-BYr MILITARY UNITS TO THE UNITED NATIONS

Secretary-General U Thant has communicated the following views to the

Governments concerned:

Communications concerning offers of "stand-by" military units which could

be made available to the United Nations on request have been addressed recently

to the Secretary-General by the Governments of Denmark, Finland, Netherlands,

Norway and Sweden. Informal approaches on the same subject have been made

by some other Governments. The units in question would be for use in United

Nations peace-keeping operations and would be kept in readiness for assignment

to United Nations duties,

The Secretary-General, in welcoming and accepting these offers, has

emphasized the conditions implicit in them,namely that the troops thus designated

would be available to the United Nations whenever they might be called for by the

Organization to meet a peace-keeping need, and that unless and until the troops

should be called for, the offer to make them available would have no financial

consequences for the United Nations.

The Secretary-General has also pointed out that generally the peace-keeping

operations of the United Nations in which military personnel are employed are

undertaken on the basis of specific authorization by one of the competent United

Nations organs. The exact composition of the military ^ody required by the

specific operation, as regards particularly such factors as nationality and

language, is necessarily and largely influenced by the locus and the nature of

the situation giving rise to the need for the peace-keeping operation. There is,

of course, no authorization for the creation of a standing or stand-by United

Nations force as such.

AJ> VL V. V. .V,7v •yv/vvv" TV



The Secretary-General of the United Kations presents

his ccHBpliments to the Permanent Representative of Denmark

to the Jilted Nations and has the honcmr to r©fer to the

decision of the Government of Denmark: to participate in the

establishment of a Nordic United Nations standby force. In

this connection, the Secretary-General has the honour to

transmit to the JPemanent Representative of Denmark a copy

of a stat<sment vMch he is issuing defining the pollej

governing an offers of «%tandbyn military imits to the

tJnited Kations.

30 Septejabef 1963

Same note sent to Permanent Representatives of Norway and Sweden
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5 Qstcfaer

peer Coloael

that you have bees invited to attend
Isternatioael Coafeseaee on t&ited JS&tions Security

Forces to fee held in Oslo (Hojeway) in feteyuary 1.96k.
In this connection I feel you showlS know that the

officials ware invited fitam tfolted nations
St. Bwnehe, Mr. Stavropoalos, I®*. ̂ P^ner,

Mr* laMj$i®B? Gfenes?al RiRhye ftmi ujyself* After having
the Question efio?efully the Sscs*®'fc3z>y">Gensi*&i

that the IMited Kations coulcl ^e adequately
by one tteited SRatious official with actual

experience ia the peaee-feeeping field. Jueeordiagly he
advised Cfeaetsl Hilshye to accept the invitation and
requested the other'invitees to decline the invitation.

I feel that yoii should, knew the Seeretary»General*s
views os this matter, as you aiggat wish to rejsly
suitably to the invitation in the li$it of the Secretary-

Tours

C, V
Chef &e Gabinet

it Colonel L.M.
Jtssieta».t Military Mviser

Nations

ce - Mr. Lemieux
Dr. Bunche



3 October 1963

Dear Sture,

I understand that you have been invited to attend the
International Conference on United Nations Security Forces
to be held in Oslo (Horway) in February 196̂ . In this
connection I feel you should know that the following officials
were invited from United Rations Headquarters? Dr. Bunche,
Mr. Stavropoulos, Mr. Turner, Mr. Vaughan, General RLkhye
and myself. After having considered the question carefully
the Secretary-General concluded that the United Nations
could be adequately represented by one United Nations
official with actual experience in the peace-keeping field.
Accordingly he advised General Rikhye to accept the
invitation and requested the other invitees to decline
the invitation.

I feel that you should know the Secretary-General1B
views on this matter, as you might wish to reply suitably
to the invitation in the light of the Secretary-General's
wishes.

Yours sincerely,

C. V. Narasimhan
Chef de Cabinet

Mr. Sture Linner
Representative of the
Technical Assistance Board and Director
of Special Fund Programmes in Greece
c/o United Nations Information Centre
25-A Jan Smuts Street
Athens, Greece

ec - Dr. Bunche
Mr. Lemieux



3 October 1963

Dear Robert,

I understand that you have been invited to attend the
International Conference on United Nations Security Forces
to be held in Oslo (Norway) in February 1964. In this
connection I feel you should know that the following officials
were invited from United Nations Headquarters; Dr. Bunche?
Mr. Stavropoulos, Mr. Êurner̂  Mr. Vaughan, General Rikhye
and myself. After having considered the question carefully
the Secretary-General concluded that the United Nations
could be adequately represented by one United Nations
official with actual experience in the peace-keeping field.
Accordingly he advised General Rikhye to accept the
invitation and requested the other invitees to decline
the invitation.

I feel that you should know the Secretary-General's views
on this matter, as you might wish to reply suitably to the
invitation in the light of the Secretary-General* e wishes.

Yours sincerely,

C. V. Haraslmhan
Chef de Cabinet

Mr. Robert K. A. Gardiner
Executive Secretary
Economic Commission for Africa
Box 3001 P.O.
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

cc - Dr. Bunche
Mr. Lemieux
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. J. BiKaye 21

Military Adviser

Dr. Ralph J. Bunche ^
Uader-Secretary for Special .Political Affairs

Tb& Secretary-General

A United Uatioas I*aJ)lieatios OB United Hatloas
Peace-keeping Forces

Please refer to yotir laemoraaduffi dated 17 January
oa the above subject. I have jao doubt that a study on that
subject would prove to t>e fuite useful. Hcwever, there is
the all-important question of timing ia regard to the p-ublieation
of such a study.

At the sasae tiŝ  I aa &ware ttoat the preparation of such
a study vould iake considerable tiate. I would therefore suggest
that you say undertake the preparation of such a study discreetly,
and when the study is ready for publication we can review the
situation and decide when it might most usefully be put outo

cc ~ Mr. Harasimhan
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4 Fabruaiy

Please refer to j^ur lett&y No, JfDF/247/d of
23 'Jaauasy 19^4» £ aa vaiy pleased to leara that the
PesrsaaKeni Hsprasentafci^m df Jamaica to ths United Jlaiions
has made good progress isa ills talks oone«r.aing stemd-by forces
wlfch the Janiaiean Go'rorrjsio'ai)., it t-iould g^e a$r staff snsJ, me

gj^aat pleasure to aest 'with'jsu du,i"iiig llareh to discuss a
possible Jamaican jailifeaay Gontributioa Ixs the Unifcod Sations

on starai-bgr basis, as X will be out of He*? York fstum 17
to 13 March, any date affcoy ^ 1-las-ch would suit, rao better, X
believe it v»-ald, bs rsost useful if you and I cars get togafehsr in
Hev? lork to talk things o'ifas'o I woiiM vosy siueh
inforsssd of your proposed irisit bsfora SBJT departar®

I.J. HÛ ytt, Major General
Militai-y Advise

to

P,E.
SQ. «Jaiasi«a Dafeâ e Foro©
UP Park Camp

The Pesaansafc Eepr^ssntatii/'e of Jrj
to the Djaitsd !(Iatio»®

235 Sast 42sid gfeTOgfe
Mew fork 17, BrfTT,-

Secretary-General
Mr. C.V. Narasimhan
Mr. S.J. Bunphe
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Tele : 63L21 Ext 100

..... " January j 1"?64«

-4 jr«^..r^';
•

I had ths fiLeaaure of meeting you at the Chief of the Imperial General
Staff i£ Bxarciaw HDESiTA «t Caraberley last September*

' t " . ; . . , .
I am very gl^d fco say that my Governnent has authori^od me t-o approach
fici/tl^ to discuss the military aspects of United Nations Peace
operations.

Wfe are anxious to 'ensure that any military contrlb-.it.ion by JAMAICA to
«a United Nationa Bsace Force should be properly planned In advance an^ the

adainistratiw> factors giwn due consideration.

I would be most grateful therefore if you could Idnrlly permit your
staff to diacuas these natters with Bse at your offices in New York. A
«dteble tiraa for aft at present would seem to be during the 1st week in March*

It could TN» later in the month if this was more convenient*
*. ' '

I «m. sending a copy of this. letter to His Excellency Mr. ? .R. RICHARDSON,
, Psitiiftnertt Represents. tive* Jamaican >Hssion to the United Nations.

i
T

J* ft
f -> V?

Asaiatarit to tfee Secretary General,
T: * United Nations Organisation,

"* " {'.'if'-^..--.^,.-.

to; His Excellency Mr. S.H.
PerBwnent Sepresentative,
Jamaican Mission to the United Nations,
Pfl«ar Btdlding, 4th Floor,
235 Bast 42nd St.,

17, K>n

Pemanent Secretary,
Office of the Frina Minister,

Kingston
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TRCA POSN 35

UNATION 2224g2/RCl4/JL NWB316

OSLO i*8 IS 1047

•SECRETARY GENERAL UTKANT UNITED

NATIONS NEWYORK

REGRET RIKHYES REPRESENTATION IMPOSSIBLE OSLO CONFERENCE

BUT APPRICIATE YOUR DECISION STOP GRATEFULL FOR YOUR APPOINTING

VAUGHAN AND SKERN STOP HOPE RIKHYES LECTURE WILL BE GIVEN BY

EITHER STOP PLEASE CONFIRM STOP PLEASE INFORM TIME OF ARRIVAL

'AND DEPARTURE STOP RESPECTFULLY

SANNESS MORWlfoTAFF

SENT Q5GQEST RC'P JL

UNATION 222422
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PEACE KEEPING

Points for discussion

"Organisation makes more efficient the
gathering and analysis of facts, and the
arranging of the findings of experts in
logical fashion. Therefore organization
helps the responsible individual make the
necessary decision and helps assure that it
is satisfactorily carried out."

Eisenhower

1. Define advisory ana executive .poles of Military Adviser.

2» Set up machinery for planning and coordination for operations
and administration.

3. Analysis of past experience and draft Standing Operating
Procedures and Manuals for operations and administration.

4. Decide policy for planning and coordinating offers for
stand-by forces.

5. Arrange studies of crises areas and probable UN participation.

6, Decide t erms_ j)fr ef erenc e for United Nations staff attending
inteĵ ationalmeefxngs ancTin discussing studies concerning
peace-keeping.

7. As follow up of above decide organization of Military Adviser's
staff.



V
U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Press Services
Office of Public Information

United nations, N.Y.

(FOR USE OF INFORMATION MEDIA -- NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD)

Hote No. 2899
18 February 1964

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS ,

Two representatives of the United Nations are leaving New York tonight

for Oslo to attend the first International Conference on United Nations

Security Forces as a Means to Promoting Peace.

The Conference is to be held on 20 and 21 February at the Norwegian

Nobel Institute in Oslo. It has been arranged by the Norwegian Nobel

Institute, the Christian Michelsen's Institute for Science and Intellectual

Freedom, and the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs.

Attending for the United Nations will be David B. Vaughan, Under-

secretary and Director of the Office of General Services, and Lieutenant-

Colonel Laurits M.K. Skern of the Danish Army, who is Assistant Military

Adviser to the Secretary-General, U Thant.

The Conference has been arranged as an outgrowth of the work of the

Norwegian Group of Strategic Studies,'an independent research group composed

of military'officers, university teachers, research fellows, journalists and

civil servants, which in 19̂ 2 appointed a sub-committee to study problems

relating to the establishment and use of United Nations security forces.

Among the sub-committee's findings were the following:

(1) The United Nations should establish a professional set-up within

the Secretariat for consultation in the use of security forces; and

(2) National contingents should be earmarked and specially trained for

United Nations use.

The programme of the Conference includes the following topics:

(1) "The United Nations and the Use of Force";

(2) "Political and Legal Problems of the Establishment and Use of

International Forces";

(5) "Establishment of Advisory Set-Up in the United Nations Secretariat

for the Use of Security Forces"; and

"Earmarking and Training of National Contingents".
#• *** *
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R O U T I N G S L I P

Comments for the record should not be written on this
slip. REFERRAL SHEET PT.108 should be used instead.

TO: U Thant
Secretary-General

APPROVAL

MAY WE CONFER?

YOUR SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE

NOTE AND RETURN

YOUR COMMENTS

X YOUR INFORMATION

AS REQUESTED

FOR ACTION

REPLY FOR MY SIGNATURE

PREPARE DRAFT

ATTACH RELATED PAPERS

DATE:

2? Feb. 1964



26 Pebruary 1%4

Ky' dear Mr*

I do t iad. It difficult to write
to the various sobers of the Bureau, Working
Group aad the Spoasors of your conference but I
wouM like, if I isay through you, to send a word
of.thaxtks*

I am not tKmJMfel of the amount of hard work
and effort which was obviously behind the

ffis.4 coadnet of the conforeace and the
difficulties inherent in sush a

toxj eertaisalj have r^ eorigratiaiatlGna
for a job well do$e«

X speak, of course* oalj for r^rself but I
am eoafidesi that 1 es^x^ss th© general vie^s of
all the participants ^A@n I say that it was a
veagr wortli-^hil® jsestiag. It ^aa hardly to be
expected that there would or coaM bs a
defined, specific^ acceptable

all the adteinietrative and.s aore
the political eotisiderations involved,

'Kg oplaion the aeetisg cii4 a great deal to clea,j?

John -Saacaeiss> President
!nt«imatiom'-L Gonfereaise oa

.United Uatiosis Security Forces
Oslo,

**»



tho air, The pesralt should cortaialy be
of ill© problems involved &a<i a
of thinking oa this important sub-

ject with, I hop®, a determination srid sggres-
sive interest p through public and consequently

ehaaaeiSj, to see stresgthening of
itself,

discussed erar meetin.g ̂ ith th«
8ecy©tary~0eaeral as well as td,tb Sr. Btuishe,
Seaeral SiMiye sad those eoiicernsd in the
Secretariat, As a psHleipant, I am looking
forward to seairig the final published material*
and I can assure you that it ssill be

and yecslv© the stt@nt.ior; it

I tfeask yoti and. all of those who
the me© ting such a veznr

David B.
îaiej>̂ e

Birector of GeEeral Services

cc: Secretary-General
Dr. Bunche
General Rikhye
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PERMANENT MISSION OF DENMARK

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

\<«^

A Danish Stand-by Force.

The Permanent Representative of Denmark to the United Nations

has informed the Secretary-General of the United Nations that on April

30, 1964, the Danish Parliament gave its consent to the formation of a

permanent Danish military stand-by force for participation in future

United Nations peace-keeping operations. The stand-by force may be

placed at the disposal of the United Nations upon request from the

Organization and on the basis of the Danish Government's evaluation

of the general situation prevailing at the time of such a request.

Until now Danish participation in the United Nations peace-

keeping operations has had to be arranged on an ad-hoc basis. As

the stand-by force may be expected to reach the scene of action two

or three days after receipt of a UN request for assistance, the Danish

Government will after the formation of the force be able to respond

immediately to future UN requests for assistance to peace-keeping

operations, and the United Nations will know exactly what assistance

Denmark might be able to render to peace-keeping operations without

having to take any particular time-wasting measures.

The Danish stand-by force will include one infantry battalion,

one signal company, one medical company, one military-police unit,

staff personnel etc., totalling approximately 950 men. All personnel

of the stand-by force will be recruited on a voluntary basis and the

main part will be personnel that have completed their compulsory military

service. The members of the stand-by force will receive some weeks1

special training, after which they will be demobilized, but remain at

disposal for a certain length of time during which they must be ready



- 2 -

for call-up, equipment and transportation to any part of the world

at very short notice. They will receive a monthly compensation for

the obligation to be in constant readiness.

The costs involved by the formation of the force are estimated

at approxo 3 million dollars, whereas the current expenses will amount

to about 1,5 million dollars a year. The expenses will be carried by

the Danish Government as long as the force is not engaged in any UN

operation.

By the actual formation of the force it will have to be taken

into consideration that Denmark is at present engaged in United Nations

operations i.a. in Cyprus, the Middle East and the Congo with contingents

by far outnumbering the size of the planned stand-by force.

The question of permanent stand-by forces has been extensively

discussed between the Scandinavian countries. Denmark, Norway and Sweden

initiated these talks in 1960 and Finland joined in 1963. The talks are

considered useful in view of the many technical problems that the creation

of such forces entails. To some extent the Scandinavian countries will,

as a result of the talks, concentrate their respective preparations in

certain fields so as to increase the total efficiency, should all the

Nordic countries, or some of them, participate together in some future

peace-keeping operation. The specialization will not mean, however,

that the force of a given country will be prevented from participating

alone in such an operation.
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This was given/on a personal basis
by Amb. de Beuss of the Netherlands.
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Unofficial translation

M E M O R A N D U M

of the U.S.S.R. Government on certain measures
to strengthen -the effectivennes of the United
Nations in the maintenance of international

peace and security

1, The trends for certain changes to the better can b©
seen in the development of international relations of late. The
signing of the Treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in the
atmosphere, in outer space and under water followed by the
agreement of the Soviet Union and the United States not to sta-
tion in outer space any objects carrying nuclear weapons and
another one on the reduction in the production of fissionable
materials for military purposes by the United States, the Soviet
Union and Great Britain have helped to bring about certain rela-
xation of the international tension and caused sprouts of mutual
confidence appear in the relations among nations. The principles
of peaceful co-existence .of States with different social systems
find increasing recognitions as the sole reasonable basis for
international relations in our time.

The situation in the United Nations has somewhat improved
also which was revealed both at the XVTII session of the General
Assembly and in the course of the consideration by the Seeurity
Council of various important political issues,, Nevertheless the
general state of international relations is still not satisfactory
in terms of the maintenance of lasting peace. The threat of war •
is not yet eliminated; attempts are still made by some countries,
through the use of force, to keep under their rule the peoples
who are waging their just struggle for freedom and independence^
in various areas of the world frictions in relations among- States
and even conflicts fraught with danger for the world peace,
occure as a result of actions of certain circles not interested
in the maintenance of peace* These same circles continue to impede
progress at the disarmament negotiations.
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The Soviet Government is strongly convinced that it is
the duty of all countries to do their best to promote further .
relaxation of international tension, to strengthen confidence in
the relations among States and to normalise international situ-
ation. In the opinion of the Soviet Government, a major contri-
bution in this respect would be achievement of an agreement
among Members of the United Nations on the strengthening of ths
effectiveness of the United Nations in maintenance of inter-
national peace and security. To this end the United Nations
Charter provides th© retired possibilities which so far have
not always been used and exercised to the full extents

2, The United Nations Charter contains the most important
principles of peaceful neighbourly relations among State®* 'That
is why, to strengthen the effectivennes of the United Nations
in the maintanance of peace means, first of all, to put an ©nd
to violations of the Charter, to free th© United Nations
completely from all depositions of the "cold war" period, to
create in the United Nations an atmosphere beneficial to co-
operation of all nations as equal* Besides, means for peaceful
settlement of international disputes embodied in the United
Nations Charter should be used more extensively. Enormous changes
in the world during the last decade and the growth and consoli-
dation of peace forces give all reasons to believe that, given-
the good will and genuine interest of States and, first of all.
of the Great Powers — Permanent Members of th© Security Council
in the maintenance of peace, th© role of the United Nations could
be greately extended in the sphere of suppressing attempts to
violate the peace and of preventing conflicts by peaceful means,
provided for in Chapter Vl of the Charter, i.e. by negotiation,
good services, procedures for reconciliation, etce

At the same time the Soviet Government assumes that in
certain cases a situation can develop in which the maintenance of
peace in certain areas of the world may be difficult to secur© by
peaceful means of settlement alone.

In such cases, when there is a threat to the peace, violation
of the peace or act of aggression, th© Soviet Government considers
it rightful for the Security Council to decide on forceful measures
not involving the used of armed foroe in accordance with Artiol© 41
of the Charter, including interruption of economic relations,
severance of diplomatic relations and other similar measures*



As Is known, the Soviet -Government has repeatedly supported
in the Security Council the demands of the African States to
apply such measures to the Republic of South Africa which pursues
the inhuman policy of apartheid constituting threat to the peace •
in the African continent; they should also be applied to Portugil,
whose Government is waging a colonial war against the peoples of
Angola and other territores,

38 Considering it necessary to use firat of all peaceful,
non-military means for the settlement of disputes and conflicts
among States specified in th© United Nations Charter, the Soviet
Government, at the same time, does not preclude the possibility
of a situation when there can be no other way to prevent or to
stop acts of aggression and to defend sovereignty and territorial
integrity of a State - victim of aggression - but to use force
by the United Nations in accordance with the provisions of Article
42 of the Charter. It may b© expedient in such exceptional cases
to send United Nations armed forces to a relevant area.

However, decisions of that kind should be adopted only as
the ultimate measure, and only after a thorough analysis of all
relevant circumstances having in mind that the use of foreign
forces, United Nations forces including, for the settlement of
conflicts, and even their presence in foreign territories can
lead, as the experience has shown, to th© opposite results —
to interference in the internal affairs of States, to grave
international complications and to the aggravation of tension.

The indispensable condition for applying an ultimate measure
such as the use of the United Nations armed forces, should always
and under any circumstances 'be the strict observance of all provi-
sions of the United Nations Charter concerning the use of force for
the maintenance or restoration of world peace,

Under the Charter, the Security Council is the only body
competent to take actions for the maintenance and restoration of
international peace and security. In accordance with this provision
it falls within the competence of th© Security Council to take
decisions on all questions relating to the establishment of the
United Rations armed forces, definition of their mandate, composi-
tion and their strength, direction of their operations, structure
of their command, period of presence of these
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military foreoa in tha area of operation, ana probing of f JU-umcing tht
consequent saqaanuitxares. So other bod^ of the United Kations, the Gsnsral
Assembly including, is sewered Isjr tha Ualt@d Satione Charter to decide
these qu@stion0» ' '""' ' : ' ; ' " - : ' : J^ - '

' ' '.' - "" ' ,' ' '

These provisions of tha Charter &?& of great significance. They create
the only basis. that ensures the possibility for auoh a utilization of the
United Nations armed foroas that they ar© not used in the narrow, one-
sided. interests of any State pr group of S&atea to th© detriment of the
internets of othss* States,' which could only lead to a still greater aggrava-
tion, rather than to th© strengthening of peace. Such a basis is formed fejf
agreement among the Penaanent tebers of the Security Council, in every
particular case on all major questions relating to the establishment, us©
and finance of the United Kationt armed forces.

... ' .

' ' ' . . . ' •

At present, with numerous States taking aa active part in itsfcersational
affairs and belonging not only to various geographical regions but also to
different military and political groupings, tha prerequieit® to ensust
tha use of force by the United Kations paljr and exceptionally in th©
interests of peace, rather than for oa®~sided purposes of any J&ate or
group of aates, is such a solution of tha question of eoaiposition of
Unitod Nations armed forcee, according to which thes? forces alongaMe
the contingents from the ¥3st@ni Ifewera and neutralist States, wuM also
include the contingents from Socialist countries. It means that the vagaro*
senbativea of Socialist coyntries ahouM also participate is th® eeasaffirKi of
the ttiited Nations armed forces created in tvsry partiexilar ease w&ap
decieion of the Security

However, it is inadvisable, ia t-he opinion of ths Soviet
to include contingents from the IPerBiaaent Heabere of the Security Council.
jto the armsd forces of the l&dtsd Sationa,

As for the assistance to ths ;.$»ourt$' Counell in all questions
to the use of the Ifoited IfetiQns araaM -force©, includajag the drafttog of
plans of their applioatioaj, this ta^c should b© carried out, in aQes©r4aa«t
with Articles 46 and 47 »£'''th'e/tfcit«4 Rations Charter, by th© Militaspy
Staff CoEBBitted of th© lfoit©4 Ufttioias. ^s Secretarjr-Generalj && the ohief
administrative officer of the United Nations should, vdth all means at hi®
diajrasal, contribute tp th$ ia^terasnfcafeion of the relevant decisions of the
Security Council, . ' . - . - • • - . ' • ' - ' .

The Soviet Govsrianent believes that the reimbursement of the
turee required for the ©scsoutioa of the ©BSfcrg^ney measures of the
Co-uncil in order to atop and repel aggression with the use of the
Nations armed forces azust bs decided to a«cordan0« with th©



recognised principle of international law which stipulates that aggressor -*
states are politically and satariolly responsible for the aggression they
h ave committed as well as for th$ 'material damage caused by this aggression,

i -A-

At the same time the Soviet CtovernmeBt does not rule out the possibi-
lity of such situations when, in order to carry out th© above~*nentioned
emergency measurea of the Security Council, participation of the Member
State a of the United Nations idll be required in the reimbursement of the
expenditures for the maintenance and use of the United Nations armed
forces intended to maintain International psaee and security, Jh such
future cases when the Security Council takes decisions on the creation and
financing of the United Kations armed forces in strict compliance with tha
provisions of the United Kations Charter, the Soviet Union will be prepared,

x, „' together with other Messber Statea of the United Kations, to participate ia
the reimbursement of the «&xp««diture« for the stalutenancQ of the

vt - "X *> • forces.^ *
^vl-t t
»•) <».•** t1 IM

4. To ensure the situation in. which contingents could, when
be promptly made available to the Security Council for inclusion In the
United Nations armed forces, the Soviet Govermient deems it advisable that
agreements, provided for in Artiel® A3 of the Charter and determining tba
procedure and conditions on which Sfcatss make such contingents avaiabls,,, b«
concluded between the Security Council and those Meiaber States of the
United Rations which so desire* Under jSrtiole 45 of the Charter those
ac'̂ resiu0nts could include obligations of tho States which would oonOlucte
such agreements with the Security Council, to have within their national
armed forces, certain military ctoatiiigents and facilities, iimtediatel̂
avaiable, far placing them at ths disposal of the Security Council.

l"' ' ' '

The preparation of the draft uadn provisions of such agreements
be entrusted to. the Ittlltary ^aff Corafflittee with the subsequent eonside*
ration of this draft by the 3©<Jurlty CouBteil* After the approval by tha
Security Council of the w$n provisions, the coselusion of th© appropriate
agreements might be started between the Security Council and the States
concerned*

'

The Soviet Goverjaaent is comdneed that agreement among Meofcor
States of th© United Kationa and, first of aH among the Bsrmansiife
of the Security Council, on the strengthening of th© effectiveness of
United Nation® in the maintenance of peace and security on the Basis
provisions set forth in this tesuaraaduffi will contribute to the eonea&Ma**
tion of the authority and prestige t?f the Ifeilted nations, as tho Cte-ganiaa**
t.ion of equitable T iftterimtieiaai-oo^petati^^ -in the interests of peace,
for the benefit of *
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Unofficial translation

M E M O R A N D U M

of the U.S.S.R. Government on certain measures
to strengthen the effectivennes of the United
Nations in the maintenance of international

peace and security

1. The trends for certain changes to the better can be
seen in the development of international relations of late. The
signing of the Treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in the
atmosphere, in outer space and under water followed by the
agreement of the Soviet Union and the United States not to sta-
tion in outer space any objects carrying nuclear weapons and
another one on the reduction in the production of fissionable
materials for military purposes by the United States, the Soviet
Union and Great Britain have helped to bring about certain rela-
xation of the international tension and caused sprouts of mutual
confidence appear in the relations among nations. The principles
of peaceful co-existence of States with different social systems
find increasing recognitions as the sole reasonable basis for
international relations in our time.

The situation in the United Nations has somewhat improved
also which was revealed both at the XVIII session of the General
Assembly and in the course of the consideration by the Security
Council of various important political issues. Nevertheless the
general state of international relations is still not sutisfactory
in terms of the maintenance of lasting peace. The threat of war •
is not yet eliminated; attempts are still made by some countries,
through the use of force, to keep under 'their rule the peoples
who are waging their just struggle for freedom and independence;
in various areas of the world frictions in relations among-States
and even conflicts fraught with danger for the world peace,
occure as a result of actions of certain circles not interested
in the maintenance of peace. These same circles continue to impede
progress at the disarmament negotiations.

'Vvw. /•

<r,
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The Soviet Government is strongly convinced that it is
the duty of all countries to do their best to promote further
relaxation of international tension, to strengthen confidence in
the relations among States and to normalize international situ-
ation. In the opinion of the Soviet Government, a major contri-
bution in this respect would be achievement of an agreement
among Members of the United Nations on the strengthening of th/3
effectiveness of the United Nations in maintenance of inter-
national peace and security. To this end the United Nations
Charter provides the required possibilities which so far have
not always been used and exercised to the full extent,

2T The United Nations Charter contains the most important
principles of peaceful neighbourly relations among States, That
is why, to strengthen the effectivennes of the United Nations
in the maintanance of peace means, first of all, to put an end
to violations of the Charter, to free the United Nations
completely from all depositions of the "cold war" period, to
create in the United Nations an atmosphere beneficial to co-
operation of all nations as equal„ Besides, means for peaceful
settlement of international disputes embodied in the United
Nations Charter should be used more extensively. Enormous changes
in the world during the last decade and the growth and consoli-
dation of peace forces give all reasons to believe that, given-
the good will and genuine interest of States and, first of all,
of the Great Powers -- Permanent Members of the Security Council
in the maintenance of peace, the role of the United Nations could
be greately extended in the sphere of suppressing attempts to
violate the peace and of preventing conflicts by peaceful means,
provided for in Chapter VI of the Charter, i.e. by negotiation,
good services, procedures for reconciliation, etc.

At the same time the Soviet Government assumes that in
certain cases a situation can develop in which the maintenance of
peace in certain areas of the world may be difficult to secure by
peaceful means of settlement alone.

In such cases, when there is a threat to the peace, violation
of the peace or act of aggression, the Soviet Government considers
it rightful for the Security Council to decide on forceful measures
not involving the used of armed force in accordance with Article 41
of the Charter, including interruption of economic relations,
severance of diplomatic relations and other similar measures.
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As is known, the Soviet Government has repeatedly supported
in the Security Council the demands of the African States to
apply such measures to the Republic of South Africa which pursues
the inhuman policy of apartheid constituting threat to the peace •
in the African continent; they should also be applied to Portugal,
whose Government is waging a colonial war against the peoples cf
Angola and other territores,

3. Considering it necessary to use first of all peaceful,
non-military means for the settlement of disputes and conflicts
among States specified in the United Nations Charter, the Soviet
Government, at the same time, does not preclude the possibility
of a situation when there can be no other way to prevent or to
stop acts of aggression and to defend sovereignty and territorial
integrity of a State - victim of aggression - but to use force
by the United Nations in accordance with the provisions of Article
42 of the Charter. It may be expedient in such exceptional cases
to send United Nations armed forces to a relevant area.

However, decisions of that kind should be adopted only as
the ultimate measure, and only after a thorough analysis of all
relevant circumstances having in mind that the use of foreign
forces, United Nations forces including, for the settlement of
conflicts, and even their presence in foreign territories can
lead, as the experience has shown, to the opposite results —
to interference in the internal affairs of States, to grave
international complications and to the aggravation of tension,

1'he indispensable condition for applying an ultimate measure
such as the use of the United Nations armed forces, should always
and under any circumstances be the strict observance of all provi-
sions of the United Nations Charter concerning the use of force for
the maintenance or restoration of world peace.

Under the Charter, the Security Council is the only body
competent to take actions for the maintenance and restoration of
international peace and security. In accordance with this provision
it falls within the competence of the Security Council to take
decisions on all questions relating to the establishment of the
United Nations armed forces, definition of their mandate, composi-
tion and their strength, direction of their operations, structure
of their command, period of presence of these
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Eiilitary forces in the area of operation, anu probl3;;.s of financing the
consequent expenditures. Ifo other body of the United nations, the General
Assembly including is er;ipo\;ered by the United Nations Charter to decide
these questions.

These provisions of the Charter are of great significance* They create
the only basis.that ensures the possibility for such a utilization of the
United Nations armed forces that they are not used in the narrow, one-
sided interests of any State or group of States to the detriment of the
interests of other States, which could only lead to a still greater aggrava-
tion, rather than to the strengthening of peace. Such a basis is formed by
agreement among the Permanent Members of the Security Council, in every
particular case on all major questions relating to the establishment, use
and finance of the United Nations armed forces.

At present, with numerous States taking an active part in international
affairs and belonging not only to various geographical regions but also to
different military and political groupings, the prerequisite to ensure
the use of force by the United Nations only and exceptionally in the
interests of peace, rather than for one-sided purposes of any State or
group of States, is such a solution of the question of composition of the
United Nations armed forces, according to which these forces alongside with
the contingents from the Western lowers and neutralist States, would also
include the contingents from Socialist countries. It means that the repre-
sentatives of Socialist countries should also participate in the command of
the "United Nations armed forces created in every particular case under the
decision of the Security Council.

However, it is inadvisable, in the opinion of the Soviet Government,
to include contingents from the Permanent Members of the Security Council,
in the armed forces of the United Nations.

As for the assistance to the Security Council in all questions relating
to the use of the United Nations armed 'forces, including the drafting of
plans of their application, this task should be carried out, in accordance
with Articles 46 and 47 of the United Nations Charter, by the Military
Staff Committee of the United Nations. The Secretary-General, as the chief
administrative officer of the United Nations should, with all means at his
disposal, contribute to the implementation of the relevant decisions of the
Security Council.

The Soviet Government believes that the reimbursement of the expendi-
tures required for the execution of the emergency measures of the Security
Council in order to stop and repel aggression with the use of the United
Nations armed forces must be decided in accordance with the generally



recognized principle of international law which stipulates that aggressor -
states are politically and materially responsible for the aggression they
h ave committed as well as for the material damage caused by this aggression.

At the same time the Soviet Government does not rule out the possibi-
lity of such situations when, in order to carry out the above-mentioned
emergency measures of the Securitjr Council, participation of the Member
States of the United Nations will be required in the reimbursement of the
expenditures for the maintenance and use of the United Nations armed
forces intended to maintain international peace and security. In such
future cases when the Security Council takes decisions on the creation and
financing of the United Nations armed forces in strict compliance with the
provisions of the United Nations Charter, the Soviet Union will be prepared,
together with other Member States of the United Nations, to participate in
the reimbursement of the expenditures for the maintenance of the armed
forces.

4. To ensure the situation in which contingents could, when necessary,
be promptly made available to the Security Council for inclusion in the
United Nations armed forces, the Soviet Government deems it advisable that
agreements, provided for in Article 43 of the Charter and determining the
procedure and conditions on which States make such contingents avaiable, be
concluded between the Security Council and those Member States of the
United Nations which so desire. Under Article 45 of the Charter those
agreements could include obligations of the States which would oonClude
such agreements with the Security Council, to have within their national
armed forces, certain military contingents and facilities, immediately
avaiable, for placing them at the disposal of the Security Council,

The preparation of the draft main provisions of such agreements could
be entrusted to. the Military Staff Committee with the subsequent conside-
ration of this draft by the Security Council. After the approval by the
Security Council of the main provisions, the conclusion of the appropriate
agreements might be started between the Security Council and the States
concerned.

The Soviet Government is convinced that agreement among Member
States of the United Nations and, first of all among the Permanent Members
of the Security Council, on the strengthening of the effectiveness of the
United Nations in the maintenance of peace and security on the basis of the
provisions set forth in this Memorandum will contribute to the consolida-
tion of the authority and prestige of the United Nations, as the Organiza-
tion of equitable •> international*co-operation, -in the interests of peace,
for the benefit of all nations,

•5HHBH4-
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UNITED KINGDOM REPLY TO THE SOVIET MEMORANDUM ON PEACE-KEEPING

Her Majesty's Government have carefully studied the Soviet memorandum of

10 July on the strengthening of the effectiveness of the United Nations in the

maintenance of international peace and security. The settlement of international

disputes by peaceful means is a fundamental principle of British foreign policy.

The United Kingdom as a founder member of the United Nations therefore welcome

the Soviet reaffirmation of support for the purposes and principles of the

United Nations Charter, notably Article 1, paragraphs 1, 2 and k.

2. Her Majesty's Government agree that it is important to "build further on the

foundation of the agreements mentioned in paragraph 1 of the Soviet memorandum.

Her Majesty's Government fully share the Soviet Government's view in paragraph 2

of their memorandum that the means for peaceful settlement of international disputes

embodied in the United Nations Charter should be used more extensively. Her

Majesty's Government have already had occasion to suggest to the Soviet Government,

in connexion with Premier Khrushchev's message of 31 December on the settlement of

territorial disputes and frontier problems, that greater use should be made of

negotiations, mediation and conciliation or other peaceful means in the settlement

of international disputes, with particular reference to the International Court of

Justice, the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague and the machinery of the

United Nations generally.

3- This machinery has been gradually and. in the view of Her Majesty's Government

reasonably adapted to meet the great change in the international scene, which have,

as the Soviet memorandum recognizes, occurred over the last two decades. Newly

independent nations have come onto the scene and new problems have arisen in new

situations which could not have been foreseen in 19̂ -5 • I"t has therefore been

natural that over this period the United Nations has had to develop the necessary

flexibility to enable it to deal with such dangers to peace as have arisen in

various parts of the world. The United Nations has fortunately found means not

only for dealing with breaches of the peace between States, but also cases in which

the prospect for the maintenance of international peace have been undermined by

the situation existing in certain areas. In these cases, the United Nations has

been able to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security by

the provision of forces bearing arms, which have entered the territory of the
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States concerned with the consent of their Governments. Her Majesty's Government

hope the Soviet Government have no intention of excluding the possibility of these

valuable activities which are clearly in accordance with the United nations Charter.

h-. Her Majesty's Government recognize the primary responsibility of the Security

Council for the maintenance of international peace and security. They welcome and

continue to work for developments in the international situation which will reduce

the divergencies of views among permanent members of the Security Council. But so

long as these divergencies exist the International Community cannot allow them

altogether to preclude the pursuit of joint action for the maintenance of

international peace and security. Her Majesty's Government trust that the Soviet

memorandum is not intended to support the doctrine that any permanent member of

the Security Council has the right under the Charter wholly to prevent the United

Nations fulfilling its peace-keeping role.

5. Her Majesty's Government note that the Soviet memorandum suggests that

negotiations for the conclusion of special agreements under Article ^3 of the

Charter should be renewed so that forces may be placed at the disposal of the

Security Council as originally contemplated. While it may be recalled that the

lack of progress in this respect was in no way due to any obstruction on the part

of the United. Kingdom, Her Majesty's Government would be interested to learn at an

appropriate time the views of the Soviet Government about how and when to resume

discussions of this matter. Her Majesty's Government for their part are always

ready to consider the possibilities of establishing under the appropriate chapters

of the Charter efficient means for the maintenance of peace, including the placing

of forces at the disposal of the Security Council for the purposes foreseen in

Chapter VII of the Charter.

6. However, the basic question to be considered is the proper role of the Security

Council and of the General Assembly respectively in relation to peace-keeping

operations and their financing. In this connexion, in addition to the advisory

opinion of the International Court of Justice entitled "Certain Expenses of the

United Nations" dated 20 July 1962, the deliberations of the General Assembly at

its fourth special session in 19̂ 3 are of special importance. In particular

General Assembly resolutions 187̂  (S-IV) and 1877 (S-IV) must be taken into account.

The general principles set out in resolution 187̂ - to serve as guide-lines for the
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sharing of the costs of future peace-keeping operations, and the proceedings of

the "Working Group of 21" (established under resolutions 185̂  B (XVII) and

i860 (S-IV)), will have an important "bearing on the work of the General Assembly at

its nineteenth session. It is noted here, in relation to resolution 1877 (S-IV),

that the Soviet memorandum makes no mention of how the problem of arrears for past

operations is to be solved.

7- In approaching the problems here involved, Her Majesty's Government have three

considerations in mind. .First, the responsibility of all Member States under the

Charter to contribute to the expenses of United Rations peace-keeping operations.

Second, the need to take account of any excessive burden which the costs of an

extensive operation might impose on the economies of the developing countries.

Thirdly, recognition of the special responsibilities and contributions of the

larger countries, since they may in fact have to bear a heavy financial

responsibility for large peace-keeping operations.

8. The general ideas of Her Majesty's Government based on these principles have

already been put to the Soviet Government at the beginning of March 196̂ . The

salient features are as follows:

(a) All peace-keeping proposals should be dealt with first by the Security

Council and should be referred to the General Assembly only if the Security

Council were to demonstrate that it was unable to act.

(b) A Peace-Keeping Finance Committee, including all permanent members of

the Security Council, would be established by the General Assembly.

(c) The Committee would consider a number of alternative schemes for the

financing of peace-keeping operations, including possibly any special scale

of payments that might be formulated by the United Nations Working Group of

Twenty-one. The General Assembly would arrange to act only on a recommendation

from the Committee passed by a two-thirds majority of its membership.

9- These proposals were put to the USSR by the representatives of the United

Kingdom and the United States Governments in a genuine attempt to find some

compromise between the known views of the Soviet Union on the one hand and of the

vast majority of United Nations membership on the other. The proposals cover the

whole field of possible United Nations action involving the use of peace-keeping

forces in the light of United Nations experience to date. Her Majesty's Government
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suggest that the object of all Member nations should "be to work towards agreement

.on the principles governing future peace-keeping operations^ in particular the

equitable sharing of the costs, taking account of developments since 19̂ 5> including

the relevant specific decisions of the Security Council and the- General Assembly.

10. Her Majesty's Government are deeply concerned to maintain the principle of

collective financial responsibility to put United Nations finances on a proper

basis, and to make effective arrangements acceptable to all countries for United

Wations peace-keeping operations in the future. Any moves by the Soviet Union or

other Member States of the United Nations in support of these aims will have the

firm and sympathetic support of Her Majesty's Government. Her Majesty's Government

would welcome further discussion of these matters.
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CCCP o HeKOTOpBix Mepax no
a$$eKTHBHOCTH OOH B odecneyeHHH

MHpa H

I. B nocneflHee BpeMH B paaBHTMH MeKflyHapoflHBix
HaMeuaibCH onpenejieHHBie nepeMenu K Jiy^meMy.

o sanpemeHira HcnBiTaHHH Hflepnoro opyacHH B
B KOCMHieCKOM npOCTpEHCTBe H nOH BOHOH, a 3aT6M HOCTK5K6HHe
BoroBopeHHOCTM o HesbiEOfle na op&MTy cSteKTOB c HflepntiM
H o coKpameHHH CoeflHHeHHHMM liiTaTawH, CoseTCKHM COKJSOM H
npowsBOflCTBa pacmenjiaioniMxcH MaTepnajios flJiH soeHHbix nejie cno-
CO6CTBOBaJIM H6KOTOpOMy CMHr^eHMIO MeSCflyHapOflH
nOHBJieHHK) pOCTKOB flOBepHH B OTHOffleHHHX M63Kfly
Bee 6ojiee iiiMpoKoe npMSHaHne nonyyaroT npHHunnbi MwpHoro cocyme-

rocyflapCTB c pasJiH^HBiM ogmecTBeHKbiM crpoewr Kan
pasywHaH ocHosa Me^tflyHapoflHtix OTHOineHHH B

anoxy.

odcTanoBKa H B OpraHHsamiM
H8HHHX Ha^KH, ^ITO BBIHBMJIOCB B XOfl6 pa^OTBI S3TI1 CeCCHM
HOH AccawiSjieM COH H npn paccMOTpennH CoseTOM BesonacHocTH
sascHBix nojiMTimecKHx BonpocoB. BwecTe c T6M, oCJiuee cocTOHHMe
MexcflyHapoflHBix OTHOineHMM Bee eme He HBJiHeTCH yflOBJieTBopwTejibHBiM
c TO^KH speHHH HH^epecoB o^ecne^eHHH npo^noro MHpa. i^rposa
BOKHBI ne ycTpanena ; co CTOponti HenoTopBix rocyBapCTB npoflOJiscawT

nonBiTKH npw noMomw CHJIBI ynepxaTB HOB CBOIXIM roc-
napoflBi, Beflymne cnpaBefljiHsyro ^opb^y aa cso^ofly H nesa-

BHCHMOCTB ; B pesyjibTaTe neMcTBHH onpefleneHHBix Kpyros , He
TepecoBaHHBix B coxpaneHMH wwpa, 'B pasjiHtiHbix paSoHax

B OTHoineHMHX MeMCfly rocysapCTsaMM H flasce KOH^JIHKTH, ^rpe .—
onacHocTHMH fljiH Bceo^mero MHpa. STH see Kpyrw

nperiHTCTBOBaTb nporpeccy na neperosopax no

IIo rny^oKOwy ydeoKHeHmo CoBexcKoro npaBHTeubCTBa,
Bcex rocynapCTB aaKniouaeTCH B TOM, ^TO<DBI BCSMM CHJiaMH H cpencTsa
MH cofleMcTBOBaTb flajibHeSmeMy CMnrtieHMJO MexcflyHapojtHoM
CTH, yKpenjieHHK HOBepHH B oTHonieHHHx MescHy rocynapcTBaMM,
JieHHio MeJKflyHapofflHoS o6cTaHOBKM. Ho MHeHHio CoseTCKoro
CTBa, CymeCTBeHHBIM BKJienOM B 3TOM HanpaBneHHH HBHJIOCb 0BI

floroBOpeHHocTH Meacfly rocyBapcTBaMH-qjieHaMM OOH 06
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3$$eKTHBHocTH OpraHwsauMH OfrbeflHHeHHHX HauHH B
MexflynapoflHoro irapa H tfesonacHOCTH. YcTas OOH
flJIH 3TOrO HeotfXOflHMbie BO3MO3KHOCTH , KOTOpbie flO CHX Hop H6
B nojiHOM wepe HcnoJibsoBajincb H npeTBOpnjiHCb B JKHSHB.

2. ycTas OOH coHepMT BaoKHeSniHe npMHUHiiBi MHPHHX,
coceflCKHX OTHomeHHM MesKfly rocyflapcxBaMM. HoaTowy ycwjiHTb
TMBHOCTB COH B yKpenjieHMM MHpa - 3TO SHa^HT, npesfle Bcero, nono-
acnTb Koneq HapyuieHHHM S^CTasa OOH, oKonyaTeJiBHO ocsoSoflHTb Op-
raHHsamiio 0(JteflHHeHHHX HamaM OT Bcex nacjioeHMM nepMOfla "xojioflHOH
BOHHBI", coaflaTb B OOH o(5cTaHOBKy, SjiaronpHHTHyw .HJIH paBHonpaB-
Horo coTpyflHH^iecTBa scex rocynapcTB. Hapnay c STHM, HeodxoflHMO
6ojiee mnpoKo HcnojibsoBaxb npeflycMOTpeHHtre JcTaBOM OOH wnpHbie
cpeflCTBa pemeHHfl wescflyHapoflHbix cnopos. OrpoMHtie HSMeneHMH B wwpe
sa nocjieflHee flecHTWJieTue, POCT H yKpenjiemie MMPOJUO^MBBIX CHJI
flaioT Bee ocHOBaHMH cuwTaTb , yro npia npoHBJieHHH rocynapcTsaMH,
H B nepsyio o^epeflb KpynHBiwn flepscasaMH - nocTOHHHbiMM ujieHaMH
Coseia BesonacHocTH, no^poS BOJIH H noflJiMHHOH saHHTepecosaHHOCTw
B coxpaHeHHn Mupa MoacHO cepbesHO noBtscMTb poJib OpraHHsauHM O^t-

HattHw B Hejie npece^ieHMH nontiTOK napymHTb MHP H npe^y-
KOH^JIHKTOB MHPHHMH cpeflCTsaMH, npeaycMOTpeHHHMM
OOH, TaKHMH, KaK neperoBopbi, ao^pwe ycjiyrn,

npouenypa m T.H.

c TOM CoBeTCKoe npaBHTejibCTBO flonycKaeT, ^TO B ne-
KOTOpbix c^tyyaflDc MOJKeT CJIO^MTBCH H TaKoe noJioxeHne, npn KOTOPOM

noflflepscaHMe wwpa B TOM MJIH HHOM paMone nyTeiw ncnojib
numb MHPHHX cpeflCTB yperyjinpoBaHMfl MoaceT OKasaibCH sa-

B STHX cjiy^ianx, npn Hanvmww yrposH Mwpy, HapymeHHH
HJIH aKTa arpeccwH, CoseTCKoe npaBHTenbCTBO c^MTaeT npaBowiepHbiM
npuHHTMe CoseTOM EesonacHocTH npHHyflHTeJiBHHX Mep HesoeHHoro
xapaKTepa, B cooTBeTCTBHH co cxaTBeS 41 ycTasa, BKuro^aH nepepbis
SKOHOMHtieCKMX OTHOHieHHW, paSpbIB flHnnOMaTHUeCKMX OTHOIIieHHM H

KaK HSBecTHO, CoseTCKoe npaBHTejibCTBo ne pas BHCTynano B
BesonacHocTH B noflfleproy TpedoBaHMM rocyjiapcTB A$PHKM o

xaKwx Mep K JOxHoa^pwKaHCKOM Pecny6jiHKe, npoBOflnmeM
nojiHTHKy anapxewfla, ypesaTyio yrposoS Mupy Ha

a$pHKaHCKOM KOHTHHeHTe, a raKxe K FIopTyrajiMM , npasnTejibCTBO
KOTopoS BeaeT KOJioHnajiBHyio BOHHy npoTHB HapoHOB AnroJibi H pH.ua
Hpyrwx



3. CtiHTan Heo6xoflMMBiM McnoJibsosaTb HJIH yperyjiMposaHMH
cnopoB H KOH$JIHKTOB Meacfly rocyflapcTBaMM npejfcfle scero MHpHbie,
HeBoeHHbie cpeacTsa, npeflycMOTpeHHbie ycTasoM OOH, CoseTCKoe
npasHTejibCTBO B TO see speMH He MCKJifoyaeT BOSMOTKHOCTW BOSHMK-
HOB6HMH H TaKHX CMTyaUWM , KOrjja MOX6T H6 OKa33TbCH HHKaKOTO

MHoro nyTH HJIH npesoTspameHMH HJIH npeceuenwH arpeccHBHbix
CTBMM H orpaxfleHMH cyBepennTeTa H TeppHTOpnajibHOH
rocyaapCTBa, cTaBiuero KepTsoM arpeccnH, KaK ncnojibsoBaHiae co
CTOpOHH OOH CMJIbI B COOTB6TCTBHH C nOJIOKeHHHMH CTaTbH 42 "
OOH. B STHX HCKHiOiiHTejibHHX cjiyuanx MOK6T DKasaTbCH qenecoo

HanpasjieHwe B cooTBeTCTBywmMS paSon BOopyxeHHtix GWJI

PemeHHH TaKoro pojs;a JOJOJIXKBI npwHHMaTbcn, oHHano, JIHIIIB B
caMow KpafiHeii wepti H npn TinaTejibHOM BSBeuiHBaHWM scex

OTHOCHmMXCH K H6Jiy O0CTOHTeJlbCTB , MM6H B BHfly, UTO HCnOJIbSO-
MHOCTpaHHbix BOHCK, B TOM uwcJie H BoScK OOH, HJiH ypery-

KOHfpJIHKTOB H fla5K6 OflHO TOTIbKO HpHCyTCTBHe MX Ha Hy-
5KHX TeppHTOpHHX MO5K6T , KaK HOKaSHBaeT OHBIT , B6CTM H K

pesyjibTaTawi - K BMeiuaTeJibCTsy BO
rocyflapcTB, K cepbesHbiw MeacHynapoflKbiM ocJioacHeHHHM , K

HanpHK6HHOCTH.

HenpeMeHHbiM ycJioBHeM npHMeneHMH TaKoS KpaMHeii Mepw,
BOopyacenHBix GWJI OOH, BOJIMCHO 6biTb - Bcerfla M npH

scex odcTOHTeji&CTBax - TotjHoe codniOfleHHe Bcex nojioaceHWM ycTa-
sa OOH, OTHOCHmMXCH K BonpocaM npMMeneHHH CHJIH HJIH noflflep»:aHMH
HJIM BoccTaHOBJteHHH MescnyHaponHoro

CornacHO JcTasy OOH, eflMHCTBeHHHM opranoM,
fleiicTBHH no noflnepJfcaHHio MJIH BoccTaHOBneHHW

MHpa M 6esonacHOCTM, HBJiaeTCH COBGT BesonacnocTH.
B COOTB6TCTBMM C 3TMM B KOMneTeHIJHK) COB6Ta EeSOnaCHOCTM BXOflMT
npHHHTMe penieHHM H no BCBM BonpocaM, OTHOCHIUMMCH K
BOOpy5KeHHHx CMJI OOH, onpeflejieHMio MX saaati, cocTaBy M
HOCTM 3TMX CHJI, pyKOBOflCTBy MX OnepaD,MHMM , CTpyKType KOMaHflO-

BaHMH, cpOKax npeSbisaHMH STMX BOMCK B paSone onepaitwii, a
3K6 no BOnpOCaM ^MHaHCMpOBaHWH COOTBeTCTByMmMX paCXOflOB.

KOMy flpyroiwy oprany OOH, BKJiro^aH H TeHepajibHyio AccaMO'jieK), yc-
OOH ne npeaocTaBJineT npas BJIH pemeHMH STMX Bonpocos.

3TM nono5KeHMH ycTasa OOH HanojiHeHH rnydoKMM CMHCJIOM. OHM
eflMHCTBeHHyio ocHosy, odecneuMBaiomyio BOSMOscnocTb TaKO-

ro npMMeneHMH BOopyaceHKbix CMJI OOH, npH KOTOPOM 3TM CMJIH ne
McnoiifcsoBaTbCH B ysKwx, osHocTopoHHWx HHTepecax KaKwx-

OTaeJibHbix rocynapcTB HJIH rpynn rocynapCTB B ymep6 HHTepe-
flpyrHX rocyflapcTB, ^TO MOPJIO 6u BGCTH He K yKpemieHMio MH-

pa, a jimiib K eme 6ojibiueMy o6ocTpeHwto odcTaHOBKH. TaKOH OCHOBOM



corjiacwe nocTOHHHHX ujieHOB CoseTa BesonacnocTH no
BC6M OCHOBHBIM BOnpOCaM, OTHOCH1HHMCH K COSflaHKEK), HCnOJIbSOBaHHK)
H gMHaHCHpoBaHHK) B KaiscflOM oTfleJibHOM cjiytiae BOopyaceHHBix CHJI
OOH.

B cospeMeHHBix ycJiOBWHX, Korfla aKTHBHoe y^acTwe B
ejiax npHHHMaroT MHoroTOCJieHHtie rocynapcTBa,

He TOJIBKO K pasjiHUHBiM reorpatJiHuecKHM paSonaM, HO H K
BoeHHHM M nojiMTwyecKMM rpynnwpOBKaM,

TOFO, UTO^H npHMeHenwe cnnbi OpraHHsaitMeM
Hama8 OTBeuaJio TOJIBKO H HCKJiiouHTejiBHO HHTepecaM Mwpa, a He OH
HOCTOpOHHMM iieJiHM KaKHX-Jin6o rocyflapcTB HJiM rpynn rocyflapCTB,
HBHH6TCH TaK^e TaKoe peuieHHe sonpoca o cocTase BOopysceKHbix
OOH, npH KOTOpOM B 3TH BOOpy5K6HHBie CMJIH, HapHHy C KOHTHHreHTa
MM OT sananHHX CTpan M HeSTpaJincTCKHx rocyflapCTB, BXOBHJIH 6u

H KOHTMHreHTH OT COmiaJIHCTMtjeCKHX CTpaH. 3TO
npeflCTaBMTejiK comtaiiMCTHuecKHx CTpan noji^cH

H B KOMaHHOBaHMM BOopyKeHHtiMH cwjiaMH OOH,
MM B TOM WJIM WHOM cjiy^ae no peuieHHK) CoseTa BesonacnocTH,

B TO ace BpeMH, no MHeHMio CoseTCKoro npasnTejibCTBa, HBJIH-
eicH HeuejiecooSpasHHM yyacTHe B BOOpyscenHBix cwjiax OOH KOHTMH-
reHTOB rocynapcTB - nocTOHHHBix qjieHOB CoseTa EesonacHOCTH,

KacaeTcs oKaaanHH CoseTy BeaonacHOCTH noMoma no
OTHOCHqHMCfl K HCnOJIbSOBaHHK BOOpy5K6HHBIX CHJI OOH, B

TOM TOCJie K COCTaBJieHMK nJiaHOB MX npHMeHeHMH, TO, B COOTBeT-
CTBHM co GTaTBHMM 4-6 H 47 TcTaBa OOH, 3Ta sanatia nojiacna BBino^
HHTBCH BoeHHO-mTao'HBiM KOMMT6TOM OOH. FeHepaJiBKBiM ceKpeTapb,
Kan rjiaBHoe aflMMHWcTpaTMBHoe flOJi^nocTHoe JiwiJio OOH, flojixen co-

sceMH HMerautMMHCH B ero pacnopflKenwH
cooTBeTCTByioutMx peiueHMw CoB.exa B

CoseTCKoe npasMTejibCTBO c^HTaeT, tiTo sonpoc o
pacxoHOB, HeoSxoflMMBix fljiH ocymecTBJieHHH CoBeTOM BesonacHocTH
upesBBiuaMHbix Mep no npece^ieHHJO MJIM OTpa}KeHMK arpeccira c npuMe
HeHHeM BOOpyaceHHBix CHJI OOH, flOJDKeH peiuaTbcn B cooTBeTCTBHH c
o6menpw3HaHHBiM ^pHH^H^OM MeKflynapoflHoro npasa, npeflycMaTpHBaio
II;HM noJiHTH^iecKyio H MaTepHaJiBHyro oTBeTCTseHHocTb rocynapcTB-
arpeccopoB sa coBepiueHHyw HMH arpeccnio H BbissaHKHe 3Toii arpec

c TeM CoBeTCKoe npaBMTeJiBCTBO ne HCKJitcmaeT
BO3MOXHOCTH BOSHHKHOBeHHH TaKHX CHTyaUHH, KOTfla HJIH
BJieHHH yKasaHHBix ^pesBtmaSHBix Mep CoseTa EesonacHOCTH noipe-
6yeTca yy:acTHe rocyaapCTB-^JieHOB OOH B onjiaTe pacxoflOB no co

H wcnoJit,3OBaHMKi BOopyjKenHHx CMJT OOH,



noflnep^caHHH MexflynapoflHoro Mupa H desonacHocTH. B
B dysymeM, Korna CoseT EesonacHOCTH dyneT
O COSflaHHM H $HHaHCHpOBaHHM BOOpyjKeHHblX CHJ1 OOH B TO1

HOM COOTB6TCTBHH C TpedOBaHHHMH yCTasa OOH, TO COB6TCKHM COK)3
dyseT roTOB yuacTBOBaTb BwtecTe c flpyrwMH rocyflapCTBaMH-qjieHaM
OOH B onnaTe pacxoflos no coflepacaHHK OTHX soopyxeHKHX CHJI.

^. B HHTepecax odecneyeHMH Tanoro nojiosceHMH, npvi KOTOPOM
B pacnopHEceHHe CoseTa BesonacHOCTH, B cnyyae Heo6xoflWMOCTH,
MOTJIM 6bl 6bITb CJilCTpO npeflOCTaBJieHH KOHTHHreHTbl flJIH yiaCTHH B

cmiax OOH, CoseTCKoe npaBMxejiBCTBO cuwTaeT ueJie-
uTo6bi Mescfly CoseTOM iiesonacHOCTW H T6MH rocyflapCT

OOH, KOTOpbie B T O T O noxcejiaiOT, GbiJivs.
CTaTt.eS 4-3 YcTasa OOH corjiameHWH,

nopnnoK H ycJioBHH npeflOCTasjieHHH STMMM rocyaapcTBaMM
KOHTHHreHTOB. 3TM cornaiueHKH MorjiH 6bi npeflycMaTpHBaTB, B COOT

co CTaTbeS 4-5 ycTasa OOH, o^HaaTejibCTBa rocyflapcTB,
aKJiMTiMJiH 6bi Tanwe cornaiueHMH c CoseTOM BesonacaocTM,

flep5KaTb B COCTOHHHH HeMe#JieHHoS roTOBHOGTH B cocTase CBOHX
Bo°py>KeHHbix CMJI onpefleJieHHbie KOHTMHreHTu BOHCK H cpencTBa 06-
cnyacHBaHHH HUH npenocTaBJieHHH wx B pacnopHxeHwe CoseTa Eeso-
nacHocTH.

npoeKTa OCHOBHHX noJiOKeHHg TBKMX
MOMCHO 6biJio 6bi nopytiHTb BoeHHO-niTaSnoMy KOMMTeTy c
paccMOTpeHMewi 3Toro npoeKTa CoseTOM BesonacnocTM. Flooji* ono6

CoBeTOM EesonacHOCTH OCHOBHHX nojioxeHHH, MOJKHO ^HJIO 6u
K 3aKJiKnieHHH3 cooTBeTCTByiomnx corjiaiueHnS ueiKRy Co-

B6TOM BesonacHOCTH H sanHTepecoBaHHHMM

CoBeTCKoe npaBWTeJibCTBO yeJe^neno B T O M , UTO
Me^ny rocyflapCTBaMW - uJienaMH OOH, H

Bcero MeKfly nocTOHHHHMH qnenaMH GoseTa BesonacHOCTM, 06 ycwjie-
HWM a$i|ieKTMBHOCTM OOH B o^ecneueHHH MHpa H desonacHOCTM na oc-
HOBe noJiOKeHww, M3JIO5K6HHHX B HacTOHiiieM MeMopaHflywie, fiyfleT cno-
coo'cTBOBaTb yKpenjieHKM asTopHTeTa H npecTM^a OpraHKsauwi/i 06i>e-

Hau;MH KaK oprana paBHonpaBHoro
B WHTepecax wiwpa, Ha 6naro
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MEMORANDUM OF THE GOVERNMENT OF TEE USSR REGARDING CERTAIN MEASURES
TO STRENGTHEN THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE UNITED NATIONS IN THE

SAFEGUARDING OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SECURITY

1. Recently the course of international relations has begun to show distinct signs

of changes for the better. The conclusion of the Treaty banning nuclear weapon

tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, followed by the achievement

of an understanding not to orbit objects carrying nuclear weapons and to reduce in

the United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom the production of

fissionable materials for'military purposes, have contributed to a certain easing

of international tension and to the germination of seeds of mutual trust in

relations between States. The principles of peaceful coexistence of States with

different social systems have been given increasing recognition as the sole

reasonable basis for international relations in our time.

There has been some improvement, too, in the situation within the United

Nations, as revealed in the course of the eighteenth session of the General Assembly

and in the deliberations of the Security Council on a number of important political

issues. Nevertheless, the general state of international relations is still not

satisfactory from the standpoint of securing a durable peace. The threat of war

has not been eliminated. Some countries are still endeavouring by force to

maintain their dominion over peoples waging the just struggle for freedom and

independence. In various parts of the world friction in the relations between

States and even conflicts fraught with dangers to world peace have arisen because

of the actions of certain circles that have no interest in preserving peace.

These same circles continue to impede progress at the disarmament negotiations.

The Soviet Government is deeply convinced that it is the duty of all countries

to do everything in their power to help in further easing of international tension,

in strengthening mutual trust in relations between States and in normalizing the

international situation. In. the opinion of the Soviet Government, a major

contribution in this respect would be the achievement of an understanding among

States Members of the United Nations on the strengthening of the Organization's

effectiveness in safeguarding international peace and security. The United Nations

Charter offers the necessary possibilities in this regard, but up to now these

possibilities have not always been fully exploited.
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2. The United Nations Charter contains the essential principles for peaceful and

good-neighbourly relations among States. Therefore, to enhance the effectiveness

of the United Nations in keeping the peace means first of all putting an end to

violations of the Charter, permanently ridding the Organization of all remnants

of the "cold war" period, creating within the United Nations a situation favourable

to the co-operation of all States as equals. At the same time, wider use should

be made of -jbhe peaceful means of settling international disputes provided for in

the Charter. The enormous changes which have occurred in the world over the past

decade, the expansion and consolidation of peace-loving forces, give every reason

to believe that if countries, and primarily the great Powers which are permanent

members of the Security Council, demonstrate goodwill and a genuine desire to

^reserve the peace, much can be done to enhance the ability of the United Nations

to thwart attempts to disturb the peace and to prevent conflicts by means of the

peaceful procedures provided for in Chapter VI of the Charter, such procedures as

negotiation, good offices, conciliation, etc.

The Soviet Government does not deny, however, that in some cases there may

arise a situation in which the maintenance of peace in a given area may be

difficult to secure by peaceful means of settlement alone.

In such cases, where there is a threat to the peace, a breach of the peace

or an act of aggression, the Soviet Government considers it rightful for the

Security Council to adopt enforcement measures of a ncn-military character,

in accordance with Article ^1 of the Charter, including the interruption of

economic relations, the severance of diplomatic relations and other related

measures.

As is well known, the Soviet Government has repeatedly supported in the

Security Council the demands of African States for the application of such
i,

measures to the Republic of South Africa, which is pursuing the inhuman policy

of apartheid fraught with dangers to peace in Africa, and also to Portugal,

whose Government is waging a colonial war against the people of Angola and other

Territories.

3. "While the Soviet Government holds that the peaceful, non-military means

prescribed in the Charter should first be used to settle disputes and conflicts

between countries, it does not exclude the possibility that situations may arise

where the only way to prevent or stop aggressive acts, and protect the sovereignty
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and territorial integrity of a victimized State, is for the United Nations to

employ force in accordance with Article k-2 of the Charter. In these exceptional

cases it may prove necessary to send United Nations armed forces to the area

concerned.

Decisions of this kind should be taken, however, only as a last resort and

after all the relevant facts have been carefully weighed, for it must be kept in

mind that the use of any foreign troops including those of the United Nations to

settle conflicts, indeed their very presence in foreign territory, may, as

experience has shown, lead to the very opposite result, i.e. to interference

in the domestic affairs of States, to grave international complications, to a

heightening of tensions.

The indispensable condition for the" application of so extreme a measure as

the use of United Nations armed force must at all times and in all circumstances

be scrupulous compliance with all the provisions of the Charter dealing with the

use of force for the maintenance or restoration of international peace.

Under the Charter, the only body authorized to take action in the maintenance

or restoration of international peace and security is the Security Council. It

is likewise within the purview of the Security Council to adopt decisions in all

matters relating to the establishment of United Nations armed forces, the

definition of their duties, their composition and strength, the direction of

their operations, the structure of their command and the duration of their stay

in the area of operation, and also matters of financing. No other United Nations

body, including the General Assembly, has the right under the Charter to decide

these matters.

These provisions of the Charter are profoundly sensible. They form the only

basis on which it is possible to ensure that the United Nations armed forces may

not be used in the narrow unilateral interest of any individual States or groups

of States to the detriment of the interests of other States, which would lead

not to a strengthening of peace but rather to a further aggravation of the

situation. This basis is the agreement of the permanent members of the Security

Council on all fundamental matters relating to the establishment, utilization

and financing of United Nations armed forces in each particular case.
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In the present circumstances, when an active part in international affairs

is "being played "by numerous States "belonging not only to different geographical

areas but also to different military and political groupings, a further necessary

condition to ensure that the application of force "by the United Nations corresponds

solely to the interests of peace and not to the unilateral aims of any particular

States or groups of States is the adoption of arrangements for the composition

of the United Nations armed forces whereby these forces would include, together

with contingents from Western and neutral countries, contingents from the socialist

countries. This means, too, that representatives of the socialist countries would

participate in the command of United Nations armed forces established by decision

of the Security Council in a given situation.

The Soviet Government takes the view, however, that it is inadvisable for

United Nations armed forces to have contingents from nations which are permanent

members of the Security Council.

As regards assistance to the Security Council in all matters relating to the

use of United Nations armed force, including the preparation ,pf plans for its

application, under Articles t̂-6 and 7̂ of the Charter, this task belongs to the

United Nations Military Staff Committee. The Secretary-General, as the chief

administrative officer of the United Nations, should contribute by all the means

at his disposal to the execution of the relevant decisions of the Security Council.

The Soviet Government considers that the question of the reimbursement of

expenditure required for the execution of emergency measures adopted by the

Security Council to deter or repel aggression through the use of United Nations

armed forces should be decided in conformity with the generally recognized

principle of international law that aggressor States bear political and material

responsibility for the aggression they commit and for the material damage caused

by that aggression.

Nevertheless, the Soviet Government does not rule out the possibility that

situations may arise where, in order to execute the above-mentioned emergency

measures of the Security Council, it will be necessary for States Members of the

United Nations to take part in defraying the expenditure involved in the maintenance

and use of United Nations armed forces established in order to maintain

international peace and security. In such future cases when the Security Council
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adopts decisions to establish and finance United Nations armed forces in strict

compliance with the provisions of the Charter, the Soviet Union will be prepared

to take part with other States Members of the United Nations in defraying the

expenditure involved in the maintenance of those armed forces.

k. With a view to securing conditions in which contingents could, when necessary,

be promptly made available to the Security Council for inclusion in United Nations

armed forces, the Soviet Government thinks it advisable that agreements, prescribed

in Article ^3 of the Charter and defining the procedures and terms for the provision

of such contingents by States, should be concluded between the Security Council and

States Members of the United Nations which so desire. In keeping with Article 45

of the Charter, those agreements might make it an obligation of States which have

entered into such arrangements with the Security Council to hold immediately

available, within their armed forces, certain military contingents and supporting

facilities which would be at the disposal of the Security Council.

A draft of the main provisions of such agreements might be prepared by the

Military Staff Committee, for subsequent consideration by the Security Council.

Upon approval of the main provisions by the Security Council, the conclusion of

appropriate agreements between the Security Council and interested States might

commence.

The Soviet Government is convinced that the achievement of an understanding

among States Members of the United Nations, and first and foremost among the

permanent members of the Security Council, to strengthen the effectiveness of

the United Nations in the safeguarding of peace and security on the basis of the

propositions set forth in this Memorandum will help to enhance the authority and

prestige of the United Nations as an instrument for international co-operation,

among equal partners, in the cause of peace and the good of nations.
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PERMANENT MISSION OF NORWAY

TO THE UNITED NATIONS ^A^
757 Third Avenue
N e w Y o r k

The Norwegian Parliament has unanimously

approved a bill for the establishment of a Norwegian

stand-by force for United Nations peace-keeping
operations.

The Norwegian contingent will total approxi-
mately 1300 officers and men, and will consist of one
Infantry Battalion, Movement Control Teams, Workshop
personnel, Military Police, Hygiene and Surgical Units.
The Surgical Emergency Unit will be so organized that
it also can render service in a disaster situation.

The contingent will include naval units for
harbour control, and an air transport unit, equipped
with helicopters and transport planes.

The force will be organized in such a way
that it may be available as a whole or in part as
separate units. It will be trained with the view of
being able both to maintain law and order and to contri-
bute relief in case of disasters.

All personnel will be recruited on a voluntary
basis. It is presumed that personnel who have previously
served in United Nations peace-keeping operations will
make up the bulk of the force.

All expenses connected with the force will be

covered by the Norwegian Government until such time that

it is called upon to participate in a peace-keeping

operation.

- 2 -



Part of the-naval.-unit will be ready---srt~trhe~~~

end of this year, the army units next summer.

Norway has participated in most of the peace-

keeping operations organized by the United Nations.

Norway was among the first member states to place troops

for UNEF at the disposal of the United Nations. Today,

around 500 officers and men of Norway's armed forces are

serving-with UNEF. Norwegian personnel participated

in the United. Jtat.ions operations in the Congo from the

"beginning. During the first months of 1963 some 450

Norwegian officers and men were serving under UN colours

in the Congo.

Norwegian officers have also participated in

the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization, United

Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakista1"

and the United Nations Yemen Operation.

New York, September 1, 1964.
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WORKING GROUP OH THE EXAMINATION OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE AND EUDGETARY PROCEDURES
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

FINANCING OF UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS

Working Paper submitted by the delegation of the
United States of America

The United States delegation has the honour to present to the Working Group

of Twenty-One the attached Working Paper containing suggestions for changes in the

arrangements and methods for initiating and financing United Nations peacekeeping

operations involving the use of military forces.

Last March, as members of the Working Group are aware, the United States and

United Kingdom delegations indicated that they were prepared to explore with other

Members of the United Nations, in the first instance those represented in the

Working Group of Twenty-One, ways to reinforce the capacity of the United Nations

to undertake and finance such peacekeeping operations in the future. Accordingly

the United States and United Kingdom delegations at that time suggested certain

ideas for discussion, and explored those ideas, informally and in broad outline,

with various members of the Working Group, including the Soviet delegation.

The attached Working Paper embodies the main lines of these ideas and the

salient features of the suggestions then made, as modified by subsequent

discussions. It is now submitted by the United States for consideration and

discussion in the Working Group.

These suggestions presuppose settlement in some manner of arrears for past

peacekeeping operations. Such payments may take any number of possible forms so

long as they conform to the United Nations Charter and Financial Regulations.

64-18808
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Arrangements and Methods for Initiating and Financing
United Nations Peacekeeping Operations involving the

use of Military Forces

A. To preserve and reinforce the peacekeeping capacity of the United Nations,

it is in the interest of the entire membership of the Organization that there be

established, within the framework prescribed by the Charter, generally acceptable

new procedures and methods for the future initiation of United Nations peacekeeping

operations involving the use of military forces and the obtaining of necessary

financing for such operations.

These procedures and methods must safeguard the capacity of the United Nations

to undertake and carry on successfully such future peacekeeping operations.

Within the scope of this objective, they should also take account of the interests

and capacities of all Member States and the special status under the Charter of

certain of them.

B. In establishing such procedures and methods, particular consideration should

be given to the following principles:

1. Any new arrangements should make it possible to take due account of

the interests and capacities of all Member States, but must not permit any

State to obstruct the United Nations in the discharge of its peacekeeping

responsibilities.

2. The Security Council has primary responsibility under the Charter for

the initiation of peacekeeping operations involving the use of military

forces.

3. The General Assembly may recommend such peacekeeping operations, in

the event that the Security Council is unable to act.

4. All Member States have a responsibility under the Charter to contribute

to expenses of such United Nations peacekeeping operations when assessed by

the General Assembly under Article 17.

5- In apportioning expenses, account should be taken of any excessive

burden which the cost of expensive operations might impose on the economies

of developing countries.

6. United Nations procedures should be adapted to take into account the

interests of those Members, including Permanent Members of the Security

Council, that bear special responsibilities. Member States making large

financial contributions for such peacekeeping operations should have an

appropriate voice in the determination of methods of financing such operations.
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C. Arrangements for embodying these considerations in the initiation and

financing of United Nations peacekeeping operations involving the use of military

forces would include the following interdependent elements:

1. All proposals to initiate such peacekeeping operations would be

considered first in the Security Council. The General Assembly would not

authorize or assume control of such peacekeeping operations unless the Council

had demonstrated that it was unable to take action.

2. The General Assembly would establish a standing special finance committee.

The composition of this committee should "be similar to that of the present

Working Group of Twenty-One: that is, it would include the Permanent Members

of the Security Council and a relatively high percentage of those Member

States in each geographical area that are large financial contributors to

the United Nations. It would be constituted under and governed by firm rules

of procedure of the General Assembly.

3- In apportioning expenses for such peacekeeping operations, the General

Assembly would act only on a recommendation from the committee passed by a

two-thirds majority of the committee's membership.

4. In making recommendations, the committee would consider various

alternative methods of financing, including direct financing by countries

involved in a dispute, voluntary contributions, and assessed contributions.

In the event that the Assembly did not accept a particular recommendation,

the committee would resume consideration of the matter with a view to

recommending an acceptable alternative.

5. One of the available methods of assessment for peacekeeping operations

involving the use of military forces would be a special scale of assessments

in which, over a specified amount, States having greater ability to pay

would be allocated higher percentages, and States having less ability to

pay would be allocated smaller percentages than in the regular scale of

assessments.

6. Pending action by the General Assembly on financial arrangements for

such a peacekeeping operation initiated by the Security Council or General

Assembly, the Secretary-General would continue to be authorized under the

provisions of the annual resolution on unforeseen and extraordinary

expenditures, to commit up to $2 million (and with the concurrence of the

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions up to $10 million)
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to finance the initial stage of an operation. Commitments and expenditures

above this initial amount could be made by the Secretary-General only after

the General Assembly had adopted a financing resolution on the basis of a

recommendation of the special finance committee.





THE PERMANENT MISSION OF CANADA TO THE UNITED NATIONS

LA MISSION PERMANENTE DU CANADAAUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

New York, November 20, 1964.

Sir,

I have been requested by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs to transmit to you the
following message:

"I wish to thank you most warmly for agreeing
to send Major-General Rikhye in the capacity
of observer to the meeting of military experts
to consider the technical aspects of United
Nations Peace-Keeping Operations, which took
place in Ottawa from November 2 to 6. General
Rikhye's knowledge and experience was of
significant value to the participants, who took
the opportunity to ask him a number of questions
and to obtain appropriate technical advice. I
believe the meeting was a success and in no
small measure this was due to the presence of
your Military Adviser.

Paul Martin"

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

\_A
Paul Tremblay, )

Permanent Representative of Canada
to the United Nations.

His Excellency U Thant,
Secretary-General of the United Nations,
United Nations Headquarters,
New York, N.T.
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Programme #3; Peacekeeping
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A UK SOLDIER

CYPRUS SOLDIERS

ICJ

ASSEMBLY HALL

TITLES

NATURAL SOUND

He stands on duty. He patrols a border, a road, an

armistice line. He comes from Canada. Or Morocco.

Or Ireland. Or wherever. But he works for the

United Nations.

These men are at work for the United Nations in

Cyprus. Other soldiers do similar jobs in Gazaj

UN Tn-iHt.a.Ty observers work in Kashmir and along the

frontiers of Israel. Other forces, other men, have

worked in West New Guinea, Greece, the Congo, Lebanon

and Yemen. They were all put there to keep the peace.

We are in Holland. This is the home of the

International Court of Justice, which was asked

recently to advise the United Nations on an important

financial and constitutional question. It gave its

advice to the United Nations General Assembly

... .where the next round in a great crisis will soon

take place*

THEME
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PRINGLE, LITE It is no secret that the United Nations is

in a serious financial predicament. The

question is involved and complex. In the

next half hour we will try to examine some of

the issues at stake.

The money problem is only part of something

bigger, and that something is a constitutional

crisis over what the UN is. and what it

should be.

GA HAIL Soon the General Assembly will meet in this room.

Every UN member has a seat and a vote here.

When the session opens, there will be 112 nations

in their places, and three more awaiting

admission the new countries of Malawi, Malta

and Zambia*

GTTEE It is the Assembly — through its so-called

Fifth Committee — that votes the budget for the

whole Organization. Each country is assessed

on its ability to pay. The United States pays

about 32$ of the annual bill. The Soviet

Union pays %.%%. A small country, like Sierra

Leone pays less than half of one per cent*



UN - MIGHT SHOTS, ETC.
AISO USE ZONE (INSIDE
THE HOUSE) AND THE SHOW
ABOUT THE UN AFTER DARK
WHICH HOLLANDER DID FOR
Ml

MEETING BOARD

DRAFTING OFFICE

VACUUMING

PRINTING SHOP

PLEDGING CONFERENCE

GENEVA, AIR SHOT

In 1965f it will take about one hundred million

dollars to keep the United Nations going. That is,

approximately, the level of the regular budget, out

of which the ordinary expenses are paid.

The costs of meetings and conferences...*

The salaries of the permanent staff....

The cost of running the UN Headquarters — and keeping

it clean.

The hire or purchase of equipment — from pencil

sharpeners to computers.

SYNCH, FOR A FEW SECONDS: "l̂ r country pledges the

sum of two hundred thousand dollars..." ETC

Separately, and voluntarily, member nations contribute

to the expanded Technical Assistance programs of the

United Nations family, to the work of the Special Fund,

to UNICEF and to the refugee programs.

Separately, too, the nations contribute to the

budgets of those specialized agencies of which
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SAN FRANCISCO, 1945

they are members. None of these activities is

directly threatened by the present financial and

political crisis in the United Nations.

In any company or club or country, a great deal of

influence and power rests in the hands of those who

control the purse-strings. Every constitution

builds special arrangements, checks and balances,

around this element.

IN San Francisco nineteen years ago, the founders

of the United Nations wrote in the Charter that the

General Assembly should consider and approve the

budget of the Organization, that the members should

share its expenses on a basis of apportionment

agreed by the Assembly; and that nations which fell

into arrears by two years or more could lose their

right to vote in the Assembly.



SAN FRANCISCO

SECURITY COUNCIL
SESSION

SAN FRANCISCO

This was the only small power of sanction the

Assembly was given by the Charter, and it applied

only to budget questions. On all other matters,

the General Assembly could only make recommendations

to member countries; it could not compel*

The power to compel was placed in the hands of the

Security Council, eleven nations strong. And even

there the power could only be used when there was a

breach of the peace, a threat to the peace or an act

of aggression. When that happened, the Security

Council could apply sanctions or call in forces

to save the peace. But such an action needed

seven affirmative votes, including the concurrence

of the five major Powers.

Indeed the Charter provided for armed forces to be

placed at the UN's control for use in an emergency,

and it created a Military Staff Committee to

assemble and control such an international force.

But those agreements were never worked outj the

Cold War soon came along and changed all that.
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SWISH SHOT TO
ESTABLISH
KASHMIR

KASHMIR 66-01

That is the constitutional framework against which

the money crisis of 1964 should be seen. The great

international array envisaged by the UN's founders at

San Francisco never came into being. Instead, the

Organization had to improvise a response to every

crisis of the post-war era.

In its early years, the Organization was confronted

with trouble in Iran, Palestine, the northern

frontiers of Greece; with a nationalist revolution

against the Dutch in Indonesia, and with a still

unresolved problem of the future of Kashmir*

In 1947* the sub-continent of India was divided

between two newly independent states — India

and Pakistan. At the Western end of the

Himalayas lay Kashmir, a land of legendary beauty

and four million people. The people were mainly

Moslem; their Maharajah was Hindu. There was a

clash of forces, an armed conflict on the ground.



OBSERVERS ARRIVE

KASHMIR OBSERVERS
OH HORSEBACK

As a first step, the Security Council got a cease-

fire. It sent military observers. It tried to

get a plebiscite going in the disputed area.

It is still trying. The Kashmir dispute, after

sixteen years, is still frozen, and UN military

observers still keep the peace along an

armistice line which separates forces friendly

to India from those supporting Pakistan*

This was the kind of peacekeeping activity the

UN had frequently to use in its early years.

A few responsible officers who could move in

troubled areas, keep conflicts local, get

together with commanders on both sides* Such

men were stationed where they came to have a

great importance — and along the Greek border.

Generally they were chosen by the UN from

nations far away, powers geographically and

also politically remote from the crisis.

Their expenses were paid out of the UK's regular

budget. In a busy peacekeeping year — like 1949*

for example — the costs of these peacekeeping

operations came to twelve percent of the UN's

regular budget.



UN AIRCRAFT,
LEBANON

LEBANON OBSERVERS

WEST IRIAN

PAKISTANI SOLDIERS

In later years, this kind of UN peacekeeping

operation was to have great importance. In 195S,

there was a flare-up in Lebanon.

While UN bodies pressed Lebanon and the United

Arab Republic into negotiations, the now-familiar

white-painted UN Jeeps were on the ground. In

195&, peacekeeping costs — including Lebanon —

came to 6% of the UN regular budget. All countries

paid their 'share.

A new kind of money arrangement was brought into

use in 1962, for the transfer of West New Guinea —

now known as West Irian — from the Netherlands to

Indonesia.

A group of international civil officials and a

battalion of Pakistani soldiers came to take charge

of West New Guinea and to keep order, during the

seven months when the territory was administered

by the United Nations. The costs of this UN

Temporary Executive Authority — including the

peacekeeping costs ~ were shared between the

Netherlands and Indonesia*
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YEMEN MISSION

CYPRUS TROUBLE

TROOPS

CYPRUS

In 1963 a civil war broke out in Yemen — internal

violence, but it had serious international

ramifications. The royalist side called for help

from its ally Saudi Arabia; the republicans found

support in the United Arab Republic. Both sides

agreed that UN observers should come in to keep

the conflict local. The Security Council

authorized the UN Secretary-General to send the

observers, who stayed in Yemen through much of

1964. (CHECK THIS) But the cost of their

presence was shared by Saudi Arabia and the

United Arab Republic.

In the early part of this year, the United Nations

was confronted with another civil war which had

wider effects. Fighting broke out between the

Greek and Turkish communities of Cyprus, and each

faction turned to its natural ally for support.

The Security Council quickly ordered up a peace force,

accepting the service of British troops stationed on

the island by treaty. Canada, Ireland, Sweden,

Finland and Denmark sent contingents. Police officers

came from some of these and other countries, Austria

provided a hospital unit.

The Council ruled that this force should be financed

by voluntary contributions. The United Kingdom

announced she would pay the full cost of her

contingent; Canada made a similar offer. But in

September, U Thant reported that other contributions

were just not coming in.
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PRINGLE, LIVE Perhaps the UN military operation which most

Americans have a personal reason for remembering

took place fourteen years ago.

SIGHPOST: A smouldering boundary burst into a flame large
3STH PARALLEL

enough to involve millions in the greatest

conflagration since 1945*

KOREA BATTLE The Security Council called upon all members of
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CIVILIAN ASSISTANCE

the United Nations to help the Republic of Korea

repel aggression* Sixteen nations responded with

armed forces, and the United States was given

responsibility for the command,

37 countries, in all, gave money and materials to

help the military or civilian effort in Korea. The

United States gave goods and services worth four

hundred million dollars; Cambodia, from its modest

resources, gave $400 worth of salted fish*

But the Korean war was never budgeted through the

United Nations. The military costs were borne by

the fighting nations, the civilian costs were

subscribed on a voluntary basis.

SECURITY COUNCIL

EMPTY SEAT

The critically important resolutions on Korea were

passed by the Security Council at a time when the

Soviet Union's permanent seat was empty — in protest

at the exclusion of mainland China from the UN,

Had the Soviet Union been present at the meetings

of 2$th and 2?th June 1950, things might well have

gone differently. No action could have been taken

by the Council against a vote of a major power —

against a veto.

1950 ASSEMBLY
DEAN ACHESON

A few months after the start of the Korean War,

the United States asked the General Assembly to

consider what action might be taken if the Security

Council, on a future occasion, found itself unable

to act in some vital matter because of the veto.
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VYSHINSKT

COUNCIL OR GA
WIDE SHOTS

Against the protest of the Soviet Union, the

Assembly that session passed the so-called

'Uniting for Peace' resolution — whereby the

Assembly can be called into session if the

Council is stymied by veto in dealing with a

breach of the peace or an act of aggression*

But this resolution does not increase the

power of the Assembly, which is to recommend,

The power to compel still rests with the Security

Council*

SWISH PAN TO MAP OF
SUEZ

BATTLE SCENE

In 1956, the Uniting for Peace resolution was

put to the test. After a build-up of Israeli-Arab

tension, after months of crisis over the owner-

ship of the Suez Canal, the Middle East turned

into a battleground. Israeli forces swept into

Sinai, British and French troops went ashore at

Port Said and Fort Fuad,

BATTLE SEQUENCE
LET IT PLAY A BIT

SECURITY COUNCIL

NICE LOUD SOUND

In the Security Council, Britain and France

voted tno|, and the Assembly came into

immediate emergency session*

ASSEMBLY SESSION

PEARSON SPEAKING
(ZONE # 2)

It fell to Lester Pearson, then Foreign

Minister of Canada to propose, that night of

November the Fifth 1956, the first full-scale

United Nations armed force:
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PEARSON SINGH requests as a matter of priority
the Secretary-General to submit to it within
4# hours a plan for the setting up, with the
consent of the nations concerned, of an
emergency international force to secure and
supervise the cessation of hostilities in
accordance with the terms of the above
resolution.

TROOPS ROLL The UN army plan was adopted overwhelmingly,

and within hours, UNEF began its life. It

was to grow to six thousand men from ten

countries.

The Assembly decided that the costs — about

$20 million a year — should be borne by all

the members of the United Nations, But long

before that question arose, UNSF had done

its job and brought about a cease fire in

the Middle Eastern war*

UNEF PATROL Eight years later, UWEF soldiers still

patrol the frontiers at Gaza, still work

to settle local tensions or prevent them

from building up to largescale fighting.

The Blue Helmet has become a symbol for

the capacity of the United Nations to keep

the peace. The total cost of UNEF, from

its inception to the end of 1963 was

150 million dollars.

SWISH PAN TO CONGO The summer of I960 was to provide the world

with a new, bitter and not-yet-resolved

crisis.
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INDEPENDENCE DAY It began on a high and joyful note, as the

Congo celebrated its independence. King

Baudoin came from Belgium as an honoured

guest* President Kasavubu and Prime Minister

Lumumba were the men of the hour*

RIOTING SCENES

But the joy did not last long.

The army mutinied against its Belgian officers.

There was rioting and looting. Belgian

paratroops came back, and the violence was

soon escalated to a new level of horror.

Katanga tried to secede. The country's commerce

and industry came to a stop. Foreign residents

fled.

CONGO PARALYSED

CONGO GOVT

LET IT PLAY FOR A FEW SECONDS

In these dark hours, the Congo turned to the

United Nations for help} all kinds of help;

but particularly, as Patrice Lumumba cabled,

for the urgent despatch of military assistance.

Dag Hammarskjold placed the request before the

Security Council:

HAMMARSKJOLD SYNCH: It is therefore my conclusion that the
UN should accede to the request of the Government
of the Congo, and in consequence I strongly
recommend to the Council to take the necessary
steps, in consultation with the Government of the
Congo, to provide the Government with military
assistance..«.."
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GHANA TROOPS The Security Council approved, and another

UN army came into being* They came from many

countries, Ghana, Ethiopia and other African

lands...

IRISH TROOPS Ireland's troops left home for their first

oversea mission ever...

MOROCCAN TROOPS Morocco's men helped get the trains moving,

and pushed on to Thysville and the port of

Matadi.

SUPPLIES, ETC. It was soon clear that the Congo army was

to be a much greater force than any the

UN had previously used in a peace-keeping

operation. By the end of the year, 20,000

men had come, from 29 countries. They

moved and worked in a vast land with few

roads and railways. They had to bring in

almost everything an army needs — radios,

vehicles, even their own national food.

You can't feed a battalion from one country

with food from another*

TROOPS DEPARTING The UN's Congo force did its job and stayed

on duty for four years. It was reduced in

1963 and the last troops left for home on

the 30th of June 1964. Including those expenses

which some countries undertook to absorb on their

own, the four years work of the Congo army cost

400 million dollars.
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MAMMARSKJOLD
22 NOV '60
5th CTEE
(BUILDING SHOT)

SINGH: ¥111 this organisation face the
economic consequences of its own actions,
and how will it be dona? Further, if it
is not willing to face the financial con-
sequences of its own decisions, is it then
prepared to change its substantive policies?
There is no third alternative.

PRIWGLE LIVE Dag Hammarskjold spoke those words back in

I960, when the money crisis was just beginning

to take on its present dimension*

Three years earlier, in a discussion on

how the middle east UN army should be paid

for, the Soviet Union declared that the

aggressors should be made to pay. On that

occasion, Bulgaria's delegate had supported

the Soviet position:

VOUTOV,
22 NOV '57

SYNCH: In no case can we agree to the
demand that the expenses incurred by the
armed aggression of Britain, France and Israel
against Egypt should be paid by the countries
which fought against that aggression. We hold
the view that all the expenses, no matter what
they are, must be paid only by the aggressors.

FEDOREIKO
GA.SPEECH, 1963

RUSSIAN SYNCH, WAY IN BG

More recently, the Soviet position has been

restated by its permanent UN delegate, Ambassador

Nicolai Fedorenko, Only the Security Council,

not the General Assembly, has the right to

decree peacekeeping operations — and this

extends even to the financing of such

operations. The Assembly is acting beyond

its powers when it deals with such matters,

The financial claims now being pressed on
the UN's smaller countries stem from the
colonial policies of the Western Powers, both

in the Congo and in the Middle East,
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SEYDOUX IN FRENCH SYNCH, WAY BG

France, too, objects to paying a bill for

peacekeeping operations. Ambassador Roger

Seydoux says that the Assembly cannot compel

members to pay, on the basis of a majority

decision. By doing this, she takes on the

attributes of a world government — and that

the United Nations is not*

GA SHOT Late in 1961, the General Assembly authorized

an issue of UN bonds, bearing 2$ interest,

the money to be repaid over 25 years. The

bonds were intended to restore the UN's cash

position and extend the time over which

the cost of peacekeeping activities could

be paid off. In all the UN sold more than

§170 million worth of bonds, and included the

cost of repaying them in its regular budget.

The Soviet Union deducted this item from its

UN contribution, and announced, early in 1963>

that she would not pay it. France had already

taken a similar step.

ICJ — HAGUE In December 1961 the International Court of Justice

at the Hague was asked by the General Assembly to

give its advisory opinion on the question of how

peacekeeping expenses were to be borne. The

Court decided, by a majority of 9 to 5, that the

peacekeeping costs were regular expenses of the

organisation, and that they were to be handled

by normal budget methods.
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COURT In other words the Court believed — and

later the General Assembly accepted —

that the costs of UNEF and the Cong© Force

should be apportioned among all the members,

and that they should pay these costs as

they would pay their share of the

regular budget.

But France, the Soviet Union and the

countries of Eastern Europe dissented ~- and

strongly.

PRINGLE LIVE That is the present position, and it

takes on a specially critical quality from

one further fact.

The United States has declared that she

will challenge the Soviet Union's right to

vote at the next session of the General

Assembly, on the ground that Soviet

payments are now two years in arrears.

PARIS TRAVELS
(BREIFLY) THEM
MOSCOW, JOHNSON

This past summer the Secretary-General went

to Paris and Moscow, to London and Washington,

speaking to the leaders of all four countries,

hoping for a change in their attitudes to

this issue. When he came back, he spoke to

reporters at the New York airport.
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THANT
SIBFORT 1-8-64

SINGH: As I see it, the financial situation of
the -whole organisation is critical. I did
not get the impression that the member states,
particularly the governments of France and
the Soviet Union are prepared to change their
policieŝ  for the moment, at least»

UN LOBBY SHOT That is still the position. There have been

many private meetings, conducted by small

groups of delegates who are working towards

a formula. Most notably, a group of four

representatives headed by Chief Adebo of

Nigeria, has tried to bring about a solution.

It has been suggested that the Soviet Union

and France should make a voluntary payment

into some UN fund, thus enabling their

position of principle to be preserved. These

efforts have not so far succeeded.

PRINGLE To sum up.

The United Nations is in financial trouble.

But the present money crisis is really a

political crisis over the role of the UN's

peace forces. It is really a dispute

about collective security; and whether the

UN can take security measures only with the

consent of all the major powers, or whether,

in this matter, the majority can act.

Eurthermore, the money is owed to govern-

ments, not individuals or companies. This

does not make the crisis less serious, but to

a certain extent it de-personalizes it, and

it settles a point that worries many people:



the UK's soldiers, doing thankless tasks in

uncomfortable places, are getting paid. So

are the individuals and companies whose

products and services are necessary to the

success of the peacekeeping efforts.

(CHANGE SHOT)

Another point* The UN owes about 114

million dollars. Of course, such an smount

seems immense to us, but it represents

less than one day's military expenditure

by either of today's military giants,

And one point more:

The money crisis centers on only one aspect

of the UN's work, albeit a most important

one. But the mainstream of UN activities

continues, and the msnbers of the organization

continue to pay for them. On the regular

budget arrears are running at less than three

per cent.

In his report to the General Assembly, U Thant

says there is a danger that the cash resources

of the organisation may disappear in the next

six months. But what worries him even more is

that the money shortage may stop the United

Nations from meeting the needs — and the

— with which it is confronted.
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U THANT SINGH:...The difficulties we are now
UN DAY 1964 encountering in the financing of this

Organization and the problems involved in
its organic, constitutional and political
development, are not surprising in view of the
far-reaching changes in national attitudes
and international practice which its very exis-
tence and activity imply. They are serieus
difficulties which we have to face and to
solve together, if we are not to run the
risk of returning to the state of affairs
which, in 50 years, produced the two most
deadly wars of history.

CLOSING THME



6 July 1964

" Sir j,

X have received vdtb pleasure sad appreciation your letter
Mo.HfoF.X2 dated 1$ Jane concerning the filial decision of the

ov@'«iSJ®at to establish a p^s^snent Baoish adlitsry
-by force whic3as at the request of the United Nations,

on the cc-Mitioas indleatxsd in jour letter a may b® placed at

the disrjosal of th© United Hafeiosis fssr peaee-k

-^ l%jor-G©Karal I.J, Riidiye, on son®
smtually stiitable oceaaloa^ will discuss with yo^r representatives

details regarding oa-ori3lnatioa of plsns between, Danish

sud the Salted. Satiass.

Please aesspt, Sirs the assursnees of sr

coasiderstioa.

His-

and Plenipotentiary
Kissloa of Dsmaas*k to the tlaite-d Mstloas

Tork 17> 53*1*



NEW YORK TIMES, Thursday, 21 March 1968

f ,y.viucpKiu:i*iii«iic.ijTx«j;-f uicn,. <uii
»r'sfl»!̂ r̂̂ %f*ces;!

|̂ l̂able;:bil Bequest to ''enforce
Decisions" ot the.:SecurJty Cpiuv
Scil; 'Article -'45, says members'
t&shall, hold dimTiediatejyJayail-
||bjfe" vtroop'^toritihgents'••'•• '"for
;^ornbined^terriational?\en1fbrce:
Jmerit^claon?''';" ••:.:^-:^*^::'!-i^r
'i|'J:lt:; wa(s!::0nce; eriwsjpned^ithat
•9 > sprt^of - stahdjng :;army vyquld
ifee ;iprriied; as ":a-/ wptid :itipiice
*fpnie,1'but ;'agreement,:on,;s5ich:

ra
jEorcei ha;s never been .ppssible.:
prThevSpviet Union? proposea
f n;.:iJuly::.7/,|964,, that;.an\ -inter-
.s^tffinalforee^be^set/up5 under
^pprofCo'f :ihe^. Security "Counr'
^^•$ut^excluding tliei\pig :fiWe
:;|6^ers^the;UnitedyStatest;So-
;SjrietfUniph^ Britain,1.;: France' .and
i0hiria:.v •'.;.-'';;.;:..'. - ;.;•'•':-.• •:''''';:' ; . . - . '^ -.: •

..%¥;Tliis .^WEfs:.;i rejectedfe,by.'the
' |&jtlifed: States; and- pthers/on ;the
.^IjM^/ffiat^lt'^put-^tioo' inucti
^Qy ;̂';:direetly'|intp; ;the( hands!
«$f'tiSe&SeeuriiytrCouricil,; which.

::^can:be;d9niinated^by;orie .group
'^f-eoun^ri^;';;.^^^--:1^^:;,^ "
; fefllFprces^eDlfferents

|̂|§h'e;meas^es'i'rep!jrted^toaas
!ffif|'J;<iistinct /.from -thpse^men-
|fi|m|d •-, /in (>the ;, Charter^1; ^The

1 ̂ Ij|ir-ter/i"spea1is.v of W'enfdree
|'̂ ierit--i action"::';'to• impose:•.'the
8KaU;"6f: tiie:;-Seicunty ^Council
ffih|se: .pjh>iif;..fj3f^es::5ar^:;:&(^b(
|useS to xp^eyent'OTHo-ljalt- fight
ffiigv* such as ̂ thoseiseiit; tp :;th(
?|G5bng6;>tp the^Gaza^tip^'aii?
f^,'-<^pru'sy;,v;,'-:V;:;..-' -;/';' '-:v-;:. 'v'-
% *;&&.-, Astrpm saidj todayivtha
|ifi0 jComnjittee's work: .-siriceit
|fc^matibn:';in.';February,-',,11965
sf^jia^riot.beeiivvery^produetiYe,'
|lnd;that ''the^lsibprs^of; three
Shears have ;hot 'yielded; any: sub
|sfa;n^iye'iesuits.":'.^''./-;:;<>;:\' -v
pfHthough the members :rec6g
Inize^the United Natiphs-as: "th<
|̂ ip instrument .fpr^ pniv'ersal
ifcolkctive.; :^ffprta;;'0 ;;'mairitaii
fintemattqiial" peace- -and.-;tsecu':
?-idiy> theygdJsagr^pnT,:th||pj[|c
Shicpfi ana'slawfiiil^w^siSofeus
fat.'Mr/Astlbirtf ""

[BED TO Dl
|f|ŷ  N aiioK| uGiya'Kepprt ori
fc^ps.for.;Peace-K:eepjng:/
|:|a':f:4^V'^:y^;--:;^''^;yv:.?:. ;..

Iftlty^AM P^pPE^ifREWilk'. ' • ' / •
tjfez'.>,' SbecIiirto.The.Nw Yorii^nmei',; . - . - ; .

||̂ ]TEpj;'N^pNSr,,N; ..Y,,
^larch; 20ii^-Swe^eni;p?hmark,
^hilraa^-;;i^r^ay-^and Austria
i^piprted; ,to"'the lUmted^Nktiops,
|p^|ypn/practical:.steps they
|||p!{;taken^ to prpvide -peaee-
,i|e|]p|ing7>fotces^\tp the •United,
^ttioris, on-[short iiotice>:''••/;;•;. ••..
SiS||pres.entatives;: ofrthV/fotir
|Npldicvcpuntrifis;c?illed;pri';Sec-
'IjStilsrGeneratTllant;t6:disiCuss
^felquestiOa aridl Syerker .;'-._Q.
%i|romj' of: Sweden .reported pri
ijttjljieQeia.il. tp: the:; Spiecml ;Cbm-
fiii^e JCJnJ'Peace-Keepin^>\pp^
||fia|ipns^ y'. ;-': : V; ̂ Iff;^: '̂: '̂''.
^:^Va'lth^v;:'R. -'^gckes.;pf {'Aiis-
ipajtpld • ..the.. .•cp^ijitiee 'V'tbiat
^Sv ^guntrfc - liket ?tiie••• f pur pthr
|̂|iad;̂ teiyis|edia.: stand-by;

|f^r :̂: avaijaDleJpii^ s.hpr-1; notice
a îî e/̂ ite;d.l̂ ations;:i;:.' .':c:.;V/l- i
^»|;he pea'ceJieepingcprnmittee
|̂ ;̂ e'tirig; aftider^ General' *iAs-;
s|eigbily 'ihstaijctipns.' to/ make^a5

pdtajjrehensiye VrevieW of peace;
|i|e|ping,.;pperatipn;s''-. inl ail. their
;aSp^CtS«-.y ' ( ':'•..^":';;, • '•. -^-^ :;•.- '•*.?•.••; '
JIA^reSpliitiph.;; paSse^ De'ctVlS
Instructed the"cp^rnittee7tp-Te-
lpprt|bef ore; July-"ijph'iprpgress
;in>;studying; .."mattehs! related,: to
iMc^ljtiesi, :servicesf:;and:'pers6nr
itiel'V \available ; frpm vJiijember
^tates for /United Natipns'. peace-
i||ieping;9peratipns,iy .-'••••./^' '-'
sj; Besides the: cPiihtries report-
ing-today.^Canada;. has »ajlf^dy



BOSTON GLOBE, -Thursday, 21_March 1968
-^^^^^^^^^0

-
UN General As-

or x the Security

"'••According-- to documents
-.aeppsiFed'VY.alr; . the . U.N.
.Wednesday,' Sweden; Y-^will
.maintain 'on- a -standby;:t>asi$

"ilOOO; t.ineiii^ Norway .133)0,
Denmark ..95Q and' Finland
:21:,000.,;:,:-',:,":-.- : , : . , : . , < V . -

;-VThe:i-c.ost-'.of tfese^.-Mces
when.--hot in . use ': will 'be
borne -by the' respective Jgoy-
ernments''. and, , the '".troop
training'will be o'h the; basis

'of-: experie'rice-- ','gleaHed.: by
these countries .and/ the U:N.
in past peace-keeping' meth- '
OdS. . ' ' • ' . . . • . . : ' ' . •

'{ Each pf^these "countries
have.' cpntribiited.;; heavily

. (both "'monetarily •and : with
man'pp'w'er). vto ; past U.N. i
peacekeepihg. and .observa-.
tion .operations such: as:;':.the
U.!N. emergency force" iri,the
Middle,;East,,:the existing.pne
in, Cyprus ;a'nd; b^twieen India ;
^nd.. Pakistan; -in'.' .Kashmir.

| Sweden'-• - • h:as supplied.
1 ,'27,153 : '' 'troops, ?. Denmark
1 .'18,000,'0 Norway -13,000: :::and

Finland ;5239. 'Thus;; ' their
arnied forces have vast ex-
perience, in 'U.N.... overseas
mission's. , -• " : .

The trend..-thatHhas now
been set byVtherri ":clearly
shows that the .U.N. does .not
plan to maintain a: standihg
iorce, of i£s.,owh as had been
Visualized' in "the' U.N. ^Char-
ter. Discussions; ori''imple-
mentation' ' of ' the; Charter
.provisions . failed tp: materi,-
'alize;: 'over ,,Big, -power dis-.
agreements, "abetted by . the
cold war:' ;;'. ' ' ' ."' • ' . - . .'' ..

PREVIOUS DELAYS
,:,,Since. i95G,-J;he U,N^ has; or-
ganized .peacekeeping lOpera-
tions on an. ady hpp.vbasis.
HQwever,: ._, much , iprecious .
time has 'been lo^t' frpin; ithe
moment . t.hje.,.,CquncU .lor .^the
Assembly "Has ' .taken -,;a- deci- ,
sion and the. men .are-plgced I :
in the, field, , ' :, ; '. | .. , ;•(

For example, -the.. Sfecurity
. Council --decided ,on 'Mar,; 4,
'/1964 'to' create:; the Cyprus
mission; to,; separate;-, war-r'.ihg
Greek; and Turkish: -Cyprrots,'
Ho\vever, :Tharit\was'-una'ble

•to gather =a -forGe tp send'to
the. island until Man. 25 arid
the operation, beginning
wife only II Canadian offi-
cers, landed, in Nicosia on
Mar. /26. V 1

The impetus for ge'tting
states to earmark coritjn-
ge'hts for ,prpmpt deplqy-
iment was first given

U.N. force w.ould .be .prema-
ture," he : said; .. ̂ .- • . ' • • ' ->.,

.'• "It would.. be extijeriiely
desirable ifi cpuntriesiWouM,
in their natipnal rnilitaf..y
planning;, make ' provisions
for . . ..suitable :.units '•'. which
'could b.e made- available .at
.short1 riPtice- for -U.N.: serv.ice
,aricl.,th:ereby 'decrease the de-
gree 'pf 'imprby.isatiori neces-
sary iri;;arr emergency..^ ; -.'-.

1 •;;. Meniof.andum -from": -the
four .goYernme'hts : r.eceive.d
Wednesd^ajS;:, declared .that
th;eir-e:aecisipn;.-re:fiects-..their
..wish - 't6:vre"spori"d as 4dickly
and efficiently as possible to
a .re;quest;^or, participatiori in

1 a peace-keeping, operation."

They are,- therefore; pre-,
pared , to provide the fol-
lowing types of ^personnel:

—Sweden: T\vo. infantry •
batallions and one technical
contingent., V

— Norway: One . infantry
batallion, one military police
platocn, and 'technical con-
tingent.

— Denmark: One. infantry
batallion, one signal compa-
ny, one rne_dical .company
and one military police com-
pany. t

-' — Finland: Four or live
' rifle companies ..and staff
and supply units.

CALL-UP METHOD

_ While deployment . of UN-
forces is not formalized in1

'the UN Charter, the procer
dure.fqr :the future" is .as fol-
lows: - . , ' . . '• .

— After either the Council
or the Assembly has autho-
rized the '.creation of an op-
eration'," 'Thant will request
one or all of the foiufcCpiint;
tries to provide manpower
and material, \dependirig;
upon ht nature of the opera-
tiph;{ • • ; . . - . . . • • . ' . ' . - ••-.,. . • '
i^f-He will ' then ,seek ap-'

pfoval of the host country to
.station the forces. pii--its; soil.

a-^0nc.e> -the;, approval ^has .
'ee'hfeilalteb ThahiiSwill

order troops 'into .the area,
concerned.

^i"*&te&m£tffM£®



8 February 1971

foi Mr» Jo Rolz-Bennett

Mr. M. Hill
Mr0 D.B« Yaughan

Ms?. Bo Urquhart

Eobeyt Go MaUer
Direetoi?, Ŝ aeutive Office of tfee Seeretarŷ Seaeral

gschalgal €adre Wait of tlhe Swedish. Stand-by Foree

X eneiose a cop̂  of a raeuiorandusa dated 29 January addressed
to the Sees-etary-Sesieral OQ the above subject, ffee Sesretaxy=(SaneraI

would be ajost grateful for your urgent eomaeafes on the proposal
eontaiaed in paragraph k- of the memorandum.

ee: Mr« I. Kittani

Mr. Lemieux



U N I T E D N A T I O N S <|̂ gf N A T I O N S U N I E S
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM ^"^ MEMORANDUM 1NTERIEUR

-« " •

TO: The Secretary-General DATE:- -29 January 1971

REFERENCE:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM: Ismat T. Kittani
Assistant Secretary-General for IAA

SUBJECT: Technical Cadre Unit of the Swedish Stand-by Force-
OBJET: L - , _;• .

1. Shortly after the disaster in Peru the Technical Cadre Unit of the Swedish
Stand-by Force for United Nations service was made available in response to the
appeal expressed in General Assembly resolutions 2034 (XX) and 2435 (XXIIl) to •
States members that they consider offering,' through the 'United Nations or other-
wise, emergency assistance to meet natural disasters including stand-by disaster
relief units,

2. Before dispatch of the Unit to Peru an agreement was signed on 29 July
between the United Nations and the Governments of Sweden and Peru. In this
agreement it was recognised that the Unit was acting on behalf of the United
Nations and was authorised to fly the United Nations flag at its headquarters
in Peru and otherwise as agreed by your designated representative (Dr. Prebisch
and, in his absence, the Resident Representative, Mr. Balinski). Suitable United
Nations identification for the commander and members of the Unit was also
authorised, while they, for their part, were required to conduct themselves at
all times in a manner consistent with the purposes and principles of the United
Nations. Certain privileges and ijnmunities (the provisions of Articles I, II
and III of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations)
were also extended by the Government of Peru to the commander and members of the
Unit.

3. It is now understood that after completing a six-month tour of service in
Peru, the Unit will shortly be returning to Sweden. The question of an appro-
priate form of recognition for the work of the individual members of the Unit has
been brought to my attention by, among others, the Resident Representative, both
orally and in writing. Copies of his personal letters dated 14 and 22 January
are attached for information.

4. While it is fully recognised that the Unit in Peru has not been part of a
United Nations peace-keeping operation, and ha? performed purely civilian functions,
this particular Unit forms part of the Swedish. Stand-by Force, -for United Nations
service and is under military discipline. On'' $he other hand, a mark of recogni-/
tion in this instance (whether it be a letter, a certificate or a commemorative /
medal) would create a precedent with implications for the future,

5. In the circumstances you may wish to call a meeting to discuss the question
with those principally concerned. These should presumably include Mr. C0V.
Narasimhan, Mr. Stavropoulos, Mr. Vaugnjn, Mr. Rolz-Bennett, Mr. Hill and
Mr. Urquhart and myself. Alternatively, we could meet first with a view to
submitting suggestions for your consideration.

1


